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Clinicians should advocate voice therapy for patients with dysphonia from a cause amenable to voice therapy.



For this guideline update, the American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery Foundation selected a panel representing the fields of advanced practice nursing, bronchoesophagology, consumer advocacy, family medicine, geriatric medicine, internal medicine, laryngology, neurology, otolaryngology–head and neck surgery, pediatrics, professional voice, pulmonology, and speech-language pathology.



The guideline update group made recommendations for the following KASs: (1) Clinicians should identify dysphonia in a patient with altered voice quality, pitch, loudness, or vocal effort that impairs communication or reduces quality of life (QOL). (2) Clinicians should assess the patient with dysphonia by history and physical examination for underlying causes of dysphonia and factors that modify management. (3) Clinicians should perform laryngoscopy, or refer to a clinician who can perform laryngoscopy, when dysphonia fails to resolve or improve within 4 weeks or irrespective of duration if a serious underlying cause is suspected. (4) Clinicians should perform diagnostic laryngoscopy, or refer to a clinician who can perform diagnostic laryngoscopy, before prescribing voice therapy and document/communicate the results to the speech-language pathologist (SLP). (5) Clinicians should advocate for surgery as a therapeutic option for patients with dysphonia with conditions amenable to surgical intervention, such as suspected malignancy, symptomatic benign vocal fold lesions that do not respond to conservative management, or glottic insufficiency. (6) Clinicians should offer, or refer to a clinician who can offer, botulinum toxin injections for the treatment of dysphonia caused by spasmodic dysphonia and other types of laryngeal dystonia. (7) Clinicians should inform patients with dysphonia about control/preventive measures. (8) Clinicians should document resolution, improvement or worsened symptoms of dysphonia, or change in QOL of patients with dysphonia after treatment or observation.



Action Statements. The guideline update group made strong recommendations for the following key action statements (KASs): (1) Clinicians should assess the patient with dysphonia by history and physical examination to identify factors where expedited laryngeal evaluation is indicated. These include, but are not limited to, recent surgical procedures involving the head, neck, or chest; recent endotracheal intubation; presence of concomitant neck mass; respiratory distress or stridor; history of tobacco abuse; and whether the patient is a professional voice user. (2)



The guideline update group made a strong recommendation against 1 action: (1) Clinicians should not routinely prescribe antibiotics to treat dysphonia. The guideline update group made recommendations against other actions: (1) Clinicians should not obtain computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for patients with a primary voice complaint prior to visualization of the larynx. (2) Clinicians should not prescribe antireflux medications to treat isolated dysphonia, based on symptoms alone attributed to suspected



Abstract Objective. This guideline provides evidence-based recommendations on treating patients who present with dysphonia, which is characterized by altered vocal quality, pitch, loudness, or vocal effort that impairs communication and/or quality of life. Dysphonia affects nearly one-third of the population at some point in its life. This guideline applies to all age groups evaluated in a setting where dysphonia would be identified or managed. It is intended for all clinicians who are likely to diagnose and treat patients with dysphonia. Purpose. The primary purpose of this guideline is to improve the quality of care for patients with dysphonia, based on current best evidence. Expert consensus to fill evidence gaps, when used, is explicitly stated and supported with a detailed evidence profile for transparency. Specific objectives of the guideline are to reduce inappropriate variations in care, produce optimal health outcomes, and minimize harm.



S2 gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) or laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR), without visualization of the larynx. (3) Clinicians should not routinely prescribe corticosteroids for patients with dysphonia prior to visualization of the larynx. The policy level for the following recommendation about laryngoscopy at any time was an option: (1) Clinicians may perform diagnostic laryngoscopy at any time in a patient with dysphonia. Disclaimer. This clinical practice guideline is not intended as an exhaustive source of guidance for managing dysphonia (hoarseness). Rather, it is designed to assist clinicians by providing an evidence-based framework for decision-making strategies. The guideline is not intended to replace clinical judgment or establish a protocol for all individuals with this condition, and it may not provide the only appropriate approach to diagnosing and managing this problem. Differences from Prior Guideline (1) Incorporation of new evidence profiles to include the role of patient preferences, confidence in the evidence, differences of opinion, quality improvement opportunities, and any exclusion to which the action statement does not apply (2) Inclusion of 3 new guidelines, 16 new systematic reviews, and 4 new randomized controlled trials (3) Inclusion of a consumer advocate on the guideline update group (4) Changes to 9 KASs from the original guideline (5) New KAS 3 (escalation of care) and KAS 13 (outcomes) (6) Addition of an algorithm outlining KASs for patients with dysphonia Keywords dysphonia, hoarseness, voice change, voice disturbance, voice disorders, laryngitis, voice, guidelines Received May 26, 2017; revised August 14, 2017; accepted December 8, 2017.
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ysphonia (impaired voice production) is a very common complaint affecting nearly one-third of the population at some point in its life.1-3 The term dysphonia is often used interchangeably with hoarseness; however, this



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) terminology is imprecise, as hoarseness is a symptom of altered voice quality reported by patients, while dysphonia characterizes impaired voice production as recognized by a clinician.4 Dysphonia can affect patients of all ages and sex but has an increased prevalence in teachers, older adults, and other persons with significant vocal demands.5-8 In fact, voice problems affect 1 in 13 adults annually.9 While patients report a significant impairment of the voice, a relative minority seeks medical care for the voice problem.9-11 Dysphonia is responsible for frequent health care visits and several billion dollars in lost productivity annually from work absenteeism.12 Dysphonia is often caused by benign or self-limited conditions, but it may also be the presenting symptom of a more serious or progressive condition requiring prompt diagnosis and management. This clinical practice guideline (CPG) is as an update of, and replacement for, a guideline published in 2009 by the American Academy of Otolaryngology—Head and Neck Surgery Foundation (AAO-HNSF).13 An update was necessitated by new primary studies and systematic reviews that suggest a need for modifying clinically important recommendations, as well as by the elapsed time since the original guideline. Changes in content and methodology from the prior guideline include •• Incorporation of new evidence profiles to include the role of patient preferences, confidence in the evidence, differences of opinion, and quality improvement opportunities •• Inclusion of 3 new guidelines, 16 new systematic reviews, and 4 new randomized controlled trials (RCTs) •• Inclusion of a consumer advocate on the guideline update group (GUG) •• Changes to 9 of the key action statements (KAS) from the original guideline •• New KAS 3 (escalation of care) and KAS 13 (outcomes) •• Addition of an algorithm outlining KASs for patients with dysphonia The working definitions found in Table 1 were developed by the guideline panel, and they assume that dysphonia affects people differently. The target population for this guideline includes all individuals presenting with dysphonia, regardless of age. The guideline is intended for all clinicians who diagnose and treat patients with dysphonia, and it applies to any
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Stachler et al Table 1. Dysphonia-Related Definitions. Dysphonia Hoarseness Worsened voice-related quality of life Dysarthria Dyspnea Dysphagia Laryngoscopy



Stroboscopy



Altered vocal quality, pitch, loudness, or vocal effort that impairs communication as assessed by a clinician and/or affects quality of life A symptom of altered voice quality reported by patients Self-perceived decrement in function or a decline in economic status as a result of voice-related dysfunction A speech disorder due to impaired movement of the structures used for speech production, including the lips, tongue, and complex musculature involved in articulation Difficult or labored breathing, shortness of breath Disordered or impaired swallowing Term used to describe visualization of larynx. Unless otherwise specified, its use in this guideline refers to indirect laryngoscopy (visualization of the larynx), which can be done by several methods—including mirror examination, rigid rod-lens telescope examination, rigid rod-lens telescope, flexible fiber optic, or flexible distal chip scopes. Each laryngoscopy technique has specific diagnostic indications. Advanced laryngeal imaging designed to visualize vocal fold vibratory abnormalities that cannot be appreciated with continuous light laryngoscopy. It uses a synchronized flashing light that passes through a laryngoscope.



setting in which dysphonia would be identified, monitored, treated, or managed. There are a number of patients with modifying factors for whom many of the recommendations of the guideline may provide diagnostic and treatment guidance. There is some, though not comprehensive, discussion of these factors and how they might modify management. A partial list includes prior laryngeal surgery, recent surgical procedures involving the neck or affecting the recurrent laryngeal nerve, recent endotracheal intubation, history of radiation treatment to the neck, direct laryngeal trauma, craniofacial abnormalities, velopharyngeal insufficiency, and dysarthria (impaired articulation).



Guideline Purpose The primary purpose of this guideline is to improve the quality of care for patients with dysphonia, based on current best evidence. Expert consensus to fill evidence gaps, when used, is explicitly stated and supported with a detailed evidence profile for transparency. Specific objectives of the guideline are to reduce excessive variation in care, produce optimal health outcomes, and minimize harm.14-17 Additionally, lack of awareness about dysphonia and its causes are potential barriers to appropriate care. For example, while older adults may experience voice changes as a natural part of aging, some dysphonia in this population may represent symptoms of a more serious underlying disease. Additionally, a parent may misperceive hoarseness as being normal for his or her child. Such assumptions may prevent or delay the evaluation, diagnosis, and treatment of a serious underlying condition. Improved education among all health professionals18 may allow for improved quality of care and minimization of harm. The guideline focuses on a limited number of quality improvement opportunities, deemed most important by the working group, and is not intended to be a comprehensive, general guide for managing all patients with dysphonia. It is not intended to be a tool to be utilized by third-party payers to



define or deny reimbursement for this condition. In this context, the purpose is to define actions that clinicians can take, regardless of discipline, to deliver quality care. Conversely, the statements in this guideline are not intended to limit or restrict care provided by clinicians based on assessment of individual patients. This guideline addresses the identification, diagnosis, treatment, and prevention of dysphonia. In addition, it highlights and updates the needs and management options in special populations and among patients who have modifying factors. Furthermore, this guideline is intended to enhance the accurate diagnosis of dysphonia and its underlying causes, promote appropriate therapeutic options with outcomes assessment, and improve counseling and education for prevention and management of dysphonia.



Burden of Dysphonia Prevalence of Dysphonia Analyses of cross-sectional data from a large nationally representative US medical claims database in 2001 revealed the point prevalence of dysphonia to be 0.98% (536,943 patients with dysphonia per 55,000,000 patients) in a treatmentseeking population.1 Consistent with prior studies, rates were higher among females (1.2% vs 0.7% for males) and among those >70 years of age (2.5% vs 0.6%-1.8% for all other age groups).19-22 Of dysphonia-related diagnoses per the International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision, the most commonly used by physicians were acute laryngitis, nonspecific dysphonia, benign vocal fold lesions (eg, cysts, polyps, nodules), and chronic laryngitis. The true point prevalence of dysphonia-related conditions is likely higher, as most patients with voice changes are not “treatment seeking,” particularly if the dysphonia is transient and related to an upper respiratory infection.19 An earlier study surveyed randomly selected non–treatment seeking adults in Iowa and Utah and reported a 29.9% cumulative lifetime risk of a voice disorder before 65 years of age.19
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Costs Costs of treating dysphonia are significant. The direct costs of dysphonia, as estimated from a large administrative database study, were a mean US $577 to US $953 per patient per year. If an estimated 5.2 million patients with dysphonia seek treatment annually, this would translate into total direct health care costs up to US $13.5 billion.23 For perspective, these costs are comparable to those spent on conditions such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), asthma, diabetes, and allergic rhinitis.



Quality-of-Life Consequences Dysphonia primarily affects quality of life (QOL), except when it is a harbinger of a more serious condition (eg, associated with increased risk of mortality or morbidity). QOL consequences of dysphonia are substantial and can be debilitating. Affected patients often suffer social isolation, depression, anxiety, missed work, lost wages, and lifestyle changes.11,19,24,25 Studies of voice disorders report QOL implications and work productivity losses comparable to those of patients with asthma, acute coronary syndrome, depression, and COPD.10,11 Those with more severe variants (eg, unilateral vocal fold paralysis) have substantially worse QOL and more productivity losses.10,26



Dysphonia as Symptom of Underlying Disease Dysphonia is a symptom common to a multitude of diseases. It is important to recognize that patients with head and neck cancer may present with dysphonia. In this group, failure to evaluate the larynx can delay cancer diagnosis, resulting in higher staging, need for more aggressive treatment, and reduced survival rates.27 Other conditions that cause dysphonia are neurologic (eg, vocal fold paralysis, spasmodic dysphonia [SD], essential tremor, Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis), gastrointestinal (eg, reflux, eosinophilic esophagitis), rheumatologic/autoimmune (eg, rheumatic arthritis, Sjögren’s syndrome, sarcoidosis, amyloidosis, granulomatosis with polyangiitis), allergic, pulmonary (eg, COPD), musculoskeletal (eg, muscle tension dysphonia [MTD], fibromyalgia, cervicalgia), psychological (functional voice disorders), traumatic (eg, laryngeal fracture, inhalational injury, iatrogenic injury, blunt/penetrating trauma), and infectious (eg, candidiasis), among others. Prevalence of dysphonia within these conditions varies. For example, patients with SD or other laryngeal dystonia almost universally manifest with dysphonia. In contrast, not all patients with reflux have dysphonia.



Muscle Tension Dysphonia Current International Classification of Diseases, Ninth Revision or Tenth Revision codes are imprecise for voice disorders. It is likely that a large proportion of patients with nonspecific dysphonia and chronic laryngitis identified in the aforementioned large administrative database studies ultimately were diagnosed with MTD. This condition is a voice disorder that constitutes 10% to 40% of caseloads in voice centers,28 and it is characterized by increased laryngeal musculoskeletal tension with excessive recruitment in the larynx



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) and pharynx with concomitant disruption of efficient vibratory parameters.29 MTD is further classified as primary or secondary. Primary occurs in the absence of identifiable fixed laryngeal disorders, while secondary refers to MTD that occurs in conjunction with laryngeal disorders.30 Both types present with variable symptomatology, including voice change, vocal fatigue, effortful voice production, change in habitual pitch, reduced vocal range, pain with voice use, muscular cramping and neck stiffness.



Dysphonia and Age Voice disorders affect all ages, but some evidence suggests that risks are higher in pediatric and elderly (>65 years of age) populations. An estimated 23.4% of children have dysphonia at some point,31-34 with increased prevalence among boys and those in the 8- to 14-year age range.35 Prevalence is also substantially higher among older adults with presbylarynx (ie, age-related laryngeal changes).8,20,36-43 In a large nationally representative administrative insurance claims database,1,22 the prevalence rate of dysphonia in the treatment-seeking elderly population was 1.3% among those aged 60 to 69 years and 2.5% among patients >70 years.1 The most common diagnoses coded in this cohort were acute and chronic laryngitis, nonspecific dysphonia, and laryngeal lesions. An earlier study that surveyed non–treatment seeking elderly volunteers reported that 47% had a voice disorder during their lifetime and 29% were actively experiencing dysphonia.44 Another study surveyed 120 elderly occupants of an independent living facility in Atlanta and found a 20–percentage point prevalence of voice disturbance based on voicerelated QOL scores.45



Dysphonia and Occupation People in vocations with high vocal demands have increased likelihood of developing dysphonia. This includes, but is not limited to, singers and entertainers,46,47 legal professionals,48 teachers,49,50 telemarketers,5,51,52 aerobics instructors,6 clergy,48 and coaches.53 Dysphonia can affect a person’s ability to work.54 An estimated 28 million workers in the United States experience voice problems daily.48 In the general population, 7.2% of individuals surveyed missed work for ≥1 more days within the preceding year because of a voice problem,19 and 1 out of 10 individuals with voice disorders file short-term disability claims.55 In fact, 20% of teachers miss work due to dysphonia,21 and absenteeism in this occupation alone has associated economic ramifications of $2.5 billion in the United States annually.48



Iatrogenic Dysphonia Vocal fold injury after intubation is common, with estimates ranging widely from 2.3% to 84%, depending on the age range assessed (infants vs adults), injury definition, and ascertainment methodology.56-59 Estimated rates of dysphonia resulting from injury to the recurrent laryngeal nerve after thyroidectomy and anterior cervical spine surgery also range widely in the literature: 0.85% to 8.5%60-69 and 1.69% to



Stachler et al 24.2%,70-73 respectively. Cardiothoracic procedures for children and adults represent another source of recurrent laryngeal nerve injury.74-77 It is important to emphasize that the wide ranges listed are attributed to different assessment criteria, study designs and ascertainment methodology, and patient populations considered and highlight the overall lack of understanding of the population-level burden of iatrogenic voice-related disease.



Medication Side Effects Medication side effects are another etiology of and contributor to dysphonia. While many medications have dysphonia as a potential side effect, inhaled steroids and drying agents (eg, anticholinergics,78,79 antihistamines,80 decongestants,80 and antihypertensives81) are most closely linked to dysphonia. Steroid inhalers may cause fungal and nonspecific laryngitis.82-85 Drying medications were associated with 2.32- and 4.52-fold increased odds of dysphonia in a recent crosssectional study.78



CPG Outcome Measures The primary outcome considered in this guideline is measured change in QOL. Secondary outcomes include assessment of harms (eg, complications and adverse events). Economic consequences, adherence to therapy, absenteeism, communication function, and voice-related health care utilization were also considered. The high prevalence, significant individual and societal implications, diversity of interventions, and lack of consensus make this an important condition for an up-todate evidence-based practice guideline.



Methods General Methods In the development of this update of the evidence-based CPG, the methods outlined in the AAO-HNSF’s “Clinical Practice Guideline Development Manual, Third Edition” were followed explicitly.86 A draft of the original hoarseness guideline13 was sent to a panel of expert reviewers from the fields of advanced practice nursing, bronchoesophagology, consumer advocacy, family medicine, geriatric medicine, internal medicine, laryngology, neurology, otolaryngology–head and neck surgery, pediatrics, professional voice teachers, pharmacy, and speech-language pathology. Several group members had significant experience in developing CPGs. The reviewers concluded that the original guideline action statements remained valid but should be updated with minor modifications. Suggestions were also made for new KASs.



Literature Search An information specialist conducted 3 literature searches from December 2015 through April 2016 using a validated filter strategy to identify CPGs, systematic reviews, and RCTs. The search terms used were as follows: (“hoarseness”[MeSH Terms] OR “hoarseness”[tw] OR “hoarse”[tw] OR “aphonia”[MeSH Terms] OR “aphonia”[tw] OR “phonation disorder”[tw] OR “dysphonia”[MeSH Terms] OR “dysphonia”[tw] OR “phonation



S5 disorders”[tw] OR “voice disorder”[tw] OR “voice disorders”[tw] OR “vocal disorder”[tw] OR “vocal disorders”[tw] OR laryngitis[tw] OR “laryngeal disorder”[tw] OR “laryngeal disorders”[tw]). These search terms were used to capture all evidence on the population by incorporating all relevant treatments and outcomes. The English-language searches were performed in multiple databases: HSTAT, AHRQ, BIOSIS Previews, CAB Abstracts, AMED, EMBASE, GIN International Guideline Library, Cochrane Library (Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, DARE, HTA Database, NHS EED), Australian National Health and Medical Research Council, New Zealand Guidelines Group, SIGN, TRIP Database, CMA Infobase, National Guideline Clearinghouse, PubMed Search, and CINAHL. The initial English-language search identified 106 CPGs, 561 systematic reviews, and 516 RCTs published in 2008 or later. CPGs were included if they met quality criteria of (1) an explicit scope and purpose, (2) multidisciplinary stakeholder involvement, (3) systematic literature review, (4) explicit system for ranking evidence, and (5) explicit system for linking evidence to recommendations. Systematic reviews were emphasized and included if they met quality criteria of (1) a clear objective and methodology, (2) an explicit search strategy, and (3) valid data extraction methods. RCTs were included if they met quality criteria as follows: (1) trials involved study randomization; (2) trials were described as double-blind; and (3) trials denoted a clear description of withdrawals and dropouts of study participants. After removal of duplicates, irrelevant references, and non–English language articles, 6 CPGs, 55 systematic reviews, and 24 RCTs were retained. In certain instances, targeted searches were performed by GUG members to address gaps from the systematic searches identified in writing the guideline from June 2016 through February 2017. Therefore, in total, the evidence supporting this guideline includes 3 CPGs, 16 systematic reviews, and 4 RCTs. The recommendations in this CPG are based on systematic reviews identified by a professional information specialist using an explicit search strategy. Additional background evidence included RCTs and observational studies, as needed, to supplement the systematic reviews or to fill gaps when a review was not available. The AAO-HNSF assembled a GUG representing the disciplines of advanced practice nursing, bronchoesophagology, consumer advocacy, family medicine, geriatric medicine, internal medicine, laryngology, neurology, otolaryngology– head and neck surgery, pediatrics, professional voice, pulmonology, and speech-language pathology. The GUG had several conference calls and 1 in-person meeting during which it defined the scope and objectives of updating the guideline, reviewed comments from the expert panel review for each KAS, identified other quality improvement opportunities, reviewed the literature search results, and drafted the document. The evidence profile for each statement in the earlier guideline was then converted into an expanded action statement profile for consistency with our current development standards.86 Information was added to the action statement
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Table 2. Aggregate Grades of Evidence by Question Type.a Grade



CEBM Level



A



1



B



2



C



3-4



D X



5 N/A



Treatment



Harm



b



Diagnosis



Prognosis



Systematic review Systematic reviewb of Systematic review of of randomized cross-sectional studies inception cohort studiesc trials, nested casewith consistently control studies, or applied reference observational studies standard and blinding with dramatic effect Randomized trials or Randomized trials or Cross-sectional studies Inception cohort studiesc observational studies observational studies with consistently with dramatic effects with dramatic effects applied reference or highly consistent or highly consistent standard and blinding evidence evidence Nonrandomized or Nonrandomized Nonconsecutive studies; Cohort study, control arm historically controlled controlled cohort case-control studies; of a randomized trial, studies, including or follow-up study or studies with poor, case series or casecase-control and (postmarketing nonindependent, or control studies, or poorobservational studies surveillance) with inconsistently applied quality prognostic cohort sufficient numbers to reference standards study rule out a common harm; case-series, casecontrol, or historically controlled studies Case reports, mechanism-based reasoning, or reasoning from first principles Exceptional situations where validating studies cannot be performed and there is a clear preponderance of benefit over harm Systematic review of randomized trials



b



b



Abbreviation: CEBM, Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine; N/A, not applicable. a Adapted from Howick and coworkers.90 b A systematic review may be downgraded to level B because of study limitations, heterogeneity, or imprecision. c A group of individuals identified for subsequent study at an early uniform point in the course of the specified health condition or before the condition develops.



profiles regarding quality improvement opportunities, level of confidence in the evidence, differences of opinion, role of patient preferences, and any exclusion to which the action statement does not apply. New KASs were developed with an explicit and transparent a priori protocol for creating actionable statements based on supporting evidence and the associated balance of benefit and harm. Electronic decision support software (BRIDGE-Wiz; Yale Center for Medical Informatics, New Haven, Connecticut) was used to facilitate the creation of actionable recommendations and evidence profiles.87 The updated guideline underwent GuideLine Implementability Appraisal to appraise adherence to methodologic standards, to improve clarity of recommendations, and to predict potential obstacles to implementation.88 The GUG received summary appraisals and modified an advanced draft of the guideline based on the appraisal. The final draft of the updated CPG was revised per the comments received during multidisciplinary peer review, open public comment, and journal editorial peer review. A scheduled review process will occur at 5 years from publication or sooner if new compelling evidence warrants earlier consideration.



Classification of Evidence-Based Statements Guidelines are intended to produce optimal health outcomes for patients, to minimize harm, and to reduce inappropriate



variations in clinical care. The evidence-based approach to guideline development requires that evidence supporting a policy be identified, appraised, and summarized and that an explicit link between evidence and statements be defined. Evidence-based statements reflect both the quality of evidence and the balance of benefit and harm that are anticipated when the statement is followed. The definitions for evidencebased statements are listed in Table 289,90 and Table 3.91 Guidelines are not intended to supersede professional judgment but rather may be viewed as a relative constraint on individual clinician discretion in a particular clinical circumstance. Less frequent variation in practice is expected for a “strong recommendation” as compared with a “recommendation.” “Options” offer the most opportunity for practice variability.91 Clinicians should always act and decide in a way that they believe will best serve their patients’ interests and needs, regardless of guideline recommendations. They must also operate within their scope of practice and according to their training. Guidelines represent the best judgment of a team of experienced clinicians and methodologists addressing the scientific evidence for a particular topic.91 Making recommendations about health practices involves value judgments on the desirability of various outcomes associated with management options. Values applied by the guideline panel sought to minimize harm and diminish unnecessary and inappropriate
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Stachler et al Table 3. Guideline Definitions for Evidence-Based Statements. Statement Strong recommendation



Recommendation



Option



Definition



Implication



A strong recommendation means that the benefits of the recommended approach clearly exceed the harms (or that the harms clearly exceed the benefits, in the case of a strong negative recommendation) and that the quality of the supporting evidence is excellent (grade A or B).a In some clearly identified circumstances, strong recommendations may be made on the basis of lesser evidence when high-quality evidence is impossible to obtain and the anticipated benefits strongly outweigh the harms. A recommendation means that the benefits exceed the harms (or that the harms exceed the benefits, in the case of a negative recommendation) but that the quality of evidence is not as strong (grade B or C).a In some clearly identified circumstances, recommendations may be made on the basis of lesser evidence when high-quality evidence is impossible to obtain and the anticipated benefits outweigh the harms. An option means either that the quality of evidence that exists is suspect (grade D)a or that welldone studies (grade A, B, or C)a show little clear advantage to one approach versus another.



Clinicians should follow a strong recommendation unless a clear and compelling rationale for an alternative approach is present.



Clinicians should also generally follow a recommendation but should remain alert to new information and sensitive to patient preferences.



Clinicians should be flexible in their decision making regarding appropriate practice, although they may set bounds on alternatives. Patient preference should have a substantial influencing role.



a



American Academy of Pediatrics classification scheme.91



therapy. A major goal of the panel was to be transparent and explicit about how values were applied and to document the process.



Financial Disclosure and Conflicts of Interest The cost of developing this guideline, including travel expenses of all panel members, was covered in full by the AAO-HNSF. Potential conflicts of interest for all panel members in the past 2 years were compiled and distributed before the first conference call. After review and discussion of these disclosures,92 the panel concluded that individuals with potential conflicts could remain on the panel if they (1) reminded the panel of potential conflicts before any related discussion, (2) recused themselves from a related discussion if asked by the panel, and (3) agreed not to discuss any aspect of the guideline with industry before publication. Last, panelists were reminded that conflicts of interest extend beyond financial relationships and may include personal experiences, how a participant earns a living, and the participant’s previously established “stake” in an issue.93



Guideline Key Action Statements Each evidence-based statement is organized in a similar fashion: an evidence-based KAS in bold, followed by the strength of the recommendation in italics. Each KAS is followed by the “action statement profile,” which lists quality improvement opportunities, aggregate evidence quality, level of confidence in the evidence, the risks and costs of carrying out the prescribed action as determined by the panel, and a benefit-harm



assessment. Additionally, there is an explicit statement of any value judgments, the role of patient preferences, clarification of any intentional vagueness by the panel, exclusions to the statement, any differences of opinion, and a repeat statement of the strength of the recommendation. Several paragraphs subsequently discuss the evidence base supporting the statement. Table 4 presents an overview of each evidence-based statement in this guideline. For the purposes of this guideline, shared decision making refers to the exchange of information regarding treatment risks and benefits, as well as the expression of patient preferences and values, which result in mutual responsibility in decisions regarding treatment and care.94 In cases where evidence is weak or benefits are unclear, the practice of shared decision making is extremely useful, wherein the management decision is made by a collaborative effort between the clinician and an informed patient. Factors related to patient preference include, but are not limited to, absolute benefits (numbers needed to treat), adverse effects (number needed to harm), cost of medications or procedures, and frequency and duration of treatment. STATEMENT 1. IDENTIFICATION OF ABNORMAL VOICE: Clinicians should identify dysphonia in a patient with altered voice quality, pitch, loudness, or vocal effort that impairs communication or reduces QOL. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefit over harm.
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Table 4. Summary of Evidence-Based Statements. Statement   1.  Identification of abnormal voice



Action



Clinicians should identify dysphonia in a patient with altered voice quality, pitch, loudness, or vocal effort that impairs communication or reduces QOL.   2. Identifying underlying cause of Clinicians should assess the patient with dysphonia by history and dysphonia physical examination for underlying causes of dysphonia and factors that modify management.   3.  Escalation of care Clinicians should assess the patient with dysphonia by history and physical examination to identify factors where expedited laryngeal evaluation is indicated. These include but are not limited to recent surgical procedures involving the head, neck, or chest; recent endotracheal intubation; presence of concomitant neck mass; respiratory distress or stridor; history of tobacco abuse; and whether the patient is a professional voice user. 4a.  Laryngoscopy and dysphonia Clinicians may perform diagnostic laryngoscopy at any time in a patient with dysphonia. 4b. Need for laryngoscopy in persistent Clinicians should perform laryngoscopy, or refer to a clinician who dysphonia can perform laryngoscopy, when dysphonia fails to resolve or improve within 4 weeks or irrespective of duration if a serious underlying cause is suspected.  5. Imaging Clinicians should not obtain computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) for patients with a primary voice complaint prior to visualization of the larynx.   6. Antireflux medication and Clinicians should not prescribe antireflux medications to treat dysphonia isolated dysphonia based on symptoms alone attributed to suspected gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) or laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR), without visualization of the larynx.  7. Corticosteroid therapy Clinicians should not routinely prescribe corticosteroids for patients with dysphonia prior to visualization of the larynx.   8.  Antimicrobial therapy Clinicians should not routinely prescribe antibiotics to treat dysphonia. 9a. Laryngoscopy prior to voice Clinicians should perform diagnostic laryngoscopy, or refer to therapy a clinician who can perform diagnostic laryngoscopy, before prescribing voice therapy and document/communicate the results to the speech-language pathologist (SLP). 9b.  Advocating for voice therapy Clinicians should advocate voice therapy for patients with dysphonia from a cause amenable to voice therapy. 10. Surgery Clinicians should advocate for surgery as a therapeutic option for patients with dysphonia with conditions amenable to surgical intervention, such as suspected malignancy, symptomatic benign vocal fold lesions that do not respond to conservative management, or glottic insufficiency. 11.  Botulinum toxin Clinicians should offer, or refer to a clinician who can offer, botulinum toxin injections for the treatment of dysphonia caused by spasmodic dysphonia and other types of laryngeal dystonia. 12. Education/prevention Clinicians should inform patients with dysphonia about control/ preventive measures. 13. Outcomes Clinicians should document resolution, improvement, or worsened symptoms of dysphonia or change in QOL among patients with dysphonia after treatment or observation.



Action Statement Profile: 1



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To promote awareness of dysphonia by all clinicians as a condition that may require intervention or additional investigation. National Quality Strategy domain: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality.



Strength Recommendation Recommendation Strong recommendation



Option Recommendation



Recommendation against Recommendation against



Recommendation against Strong recommendation against Recommendation



Strong recommendation Recommendation



Recommendation Recommendation Recommendation



•• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, observational studies for symptoms, with 1 systematic review of QOL in voice disorders and 2 systematic reviews on medication side effects •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Timely recognition of the need to search for an underlying etiology; identify patients who may benefit
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•• •• ••



•• •• •• •• ••



from treatment; discourage the perception of dysphonia as a trivial condition that does not warrant attention Risks, harms, costs: Potential anxiety related to diagnosis; time expended in diagnosis, documentation, and discussion Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefits over harm Value judgments: The group believes that this is a critical component to caring for patients with altered voice, but it was constrained from calling this a strong recommendation from a lack of A- or B-level evidence Intentional vagueness: None Role of patient preferences: Small Exclusions: None Policy Level: Recommendation Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to promote awareness of dysphonia as a condition that may decrease a patient’s QOL or as a harbinger of a serious underlying condition (eg, associated with increased risk of mortality or morbidity). The proposed diagnosis (dysphonia) is based strictly on clinical criteria and does not require testing. Hoarseness is the patient- and/or proxy-reported symptom of altered voice quality. Dysphonia is diagnosed by the clinician for individuals who present with complaints of abnormal voice or voice changes or if a proxy/ parent has recognized abnormal voice or voice changes. The clinician should assess the quality of the voice. For example, a breathy voice may signify vocal fold paralysis or another cause of incomplete vocal fold closure. A strained voice with altered pitch or pitch breaks is common in SD.95 Changes in voice quality may be limited to the singing voice and not affect the speaking voice. Among infants and young children, an abnormal cry may signify underlying pathology (eg, vocal fold paralysis, laryngeal papilloma).96 Clinicians should also solicit input from proxies (when available) when evaluating dysphonia, as patients often discount their symptoms. In 1 study, 52% of patients with vocal fold cancer thought that their dysphonia was harmless and delayed seeing a physician, and 16.7% sought treatment only after encouragement from other people.97 Another study found that patients routinely delay medical evaluation of hoarseness symptoms for >100 days.98 Prompt referral by primary care physicians could improve outcomes and QOL. Furthermore, children, those with cognitive impairments, and patients with severe emotional distress may be unaware or unable to recognize and report on their own dysphonia.99 QOL studies of older adults required proxy input for approximately 25% of the geriatric population.100 While many self-report measures for dysphonia are available, patients may be unable to complete them.101-104 In these cases, proxy judgments by significant others about QOL are a good alternative.99 STATEMENT 2. IDENTIFYING UNDERLYING CAUSE OF DYSPHONIA: Clinicians should assess the patient



with dysphonia by history and physical examination for underlying causes of dysphonia and factors that modify management. Recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 2



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To guide the expediency and nature of recommended treatments/ investigations through identification of potential underlying causes of the dysphonia. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Effective Communication and Care Coordination. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, observational studies •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: To identify potential causative factors of the dysphonia, increase awareness of underlying causes of dysphonia, identify patients at risk for serious underlying conditions, and identify underlying cause to allow for targeted treatment •• Risks, harms, costs: None •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: Further management of dysphonia is completely dependent on the underlying cause. The group believed that while this seems obvious, it was an opportunity to educate clinicians about potential etiologies •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Strong recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to help clinicians identify the underlying cause of dysphonia. Careful history and physical examination provide important clues to the underlying etiology and can help direct management (Table 5). The larynx is a physiologically complex organ that sits at the intersection of the upper respiratory tract and esophageal inlet. It is therefore exposed to a variety of pathogens and noxious irritants and is at risk for iatrogenic injury. Thus, potential etiologies of dysphonia are very broad and include traumatic, infectious, inflammatory, neurologic, metabolic, neoplastic, congenital, and behavioral factors (Table 6). The history should include, but not be limited to, reviewing the duration of the dysphonia, type of onset (eg, sudden, gradual), potential inciting events, how the condition is affecting the patient, associated symptoms (eg, swallowing, breathing difficulties), modifying factors, current medications, habits (eg, smoking, alcohol use), concurrent medical conditions, and prior surgery (Tables 5 and 6). Careful evaluation allows the clinician to (1) categorize dysphonia severity, (2) develop a treatment plan, and (3) prioritize patients who may need escalated care.105,106
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Table 5. Examples of Pertinent Questions in the Assessment of a Patient with Dysphonia.301,459,460,a Voice-specific questions



Symptoms



Medical history relevant to dysphonia



Acute conditions Chronic conditions



Was the onset of your hoarseness abrupt or slowly progressive? Does your voice ever return to normal, or is the hoarseness constant? Did your voice change at the time or persist after an upper respiratory tract infection? Do you have pain, or is there effort when talking? Does your voice deteriorate or fatigue with use?What is different about the sound of your voice? Do you have a difficult time getting loud or projecting? Have you noticed changes in your pitch or range? Do you run out of air when talking? Does your voice crack or break? Were you intubated prior to dysphonia onset? Did you have brain, spine, neck, or chest surgery prior to dysphonia onset? Did you recently take inhaled medications, antibiotics, or steroids? Do you need the voice for your occupation? Do you have significant daily voice use requirements? Do you smoke (tobacco, vape, or use recreational drugs)? Does your throat feel dry? Have you undergone radiation therapy to the head and neck region? Do you have any neurologic or arthritic problems? Did you have prior trauma (physical, emotional, or psychological) preceding the voice change? Globus pharyngeus (persisting sensation of lump in throat) Dysphagia Sore throat Chronic throat clearing Cough Odynophagia (pain with swallowing) Nasal drainage Postnasal drainage Acid reflux Regurgitation Heartburn Hemoptysis Nonanginal chest pain Waterbrash (sudden appearance of salty liquid in the mouth) Halitosis (“bad breath”) Weight loss Night sweats Fever (>101.5°F) Otalgia (ear pain) Dyspnea (difficulty breathing) Occupation and/or avocation requiring extensive voice use (eg, teacher, singer) Absenteeism from occupation due to dysphonia Prior episodes of hoarseness Relationship of instrumentation (eg, intubation) to onset of dysphonia Relationship of prior surgery to neck or chest to onset of dysphonia Cognitive impairment (requirement for proxy historian) Anxiety, depression, stress Infection of the throat and/or larynx: viral, bacterial, fungal Foreign body in larynx, trachea, or esophagus Neck or laryngeal trauma Stroke Diabetes Parkinson’s disease Parkinson-plus syndromes (eg, progressive supranuclear palsy) Myasthenia gravis Multiple sclerosis Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Essential tremor Testosterone deficiency Allergic rhinitis Chronic rhinitis Hypertension (because of certain medications used for this condition) Schizophrenia (because of antipsychotics used for mental health problems) (continued)
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Osteoporosis (because of certain medications used for this condition) Asthma (because of use of inhaled steroids or effect on respiratory function) Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (because of use of inhaled steroids or effect on respiratory function) Aneurysm of thoracic aorta (rare cause) Laryngeal cancer Lung cancer (or metastasis to the lung) Thyroid cancer Hypothyroidism and other endocrinopathies Vocal fold nodules Vocal fold paralysis Vocal abuse Infective laryngitis Chemical laryngitis Chronic tobacco use Sjögren’s syndrome Alcohol (moderate to heavy use or abuse) Menopause a



These are sample considerations, and the list is not comprehensive of all pertinent parameters that may need to be assessed.



Physical examination should include a full head and neck examination with particular attention to listening to the voice (perceptual evaluation), inspection and palpation of the neck for masses or lesions, and, if feasible, indirect mirror laryngoscopy. Observations of swallowing and breathing should be performed to assess for any discomfort or difficulty in either. History and general physical examination can help differentiate which patients may need laryngeal examination. Note that most dysphonia is self-limited and related to upper respiratory tract infection, which usually resolves in 7 to 10 days regardless of treatment. Thus, clinicians should identify dysphonia and determine its duration and associated symptoms. If other upper respiratory tract infection symptoms are associated with dysphonia (eg, rhinitis, fever [>101.5°F], fatigue) and symptoms in general are of recent onset, then the voice changes will likely resolve spontaneously. Dysphonia that does not resolve within a few weeks is more challenging to diagnose. Causes may include MTD, voice overuse, allergic laryngitis, tobacco use, head and neck cancer, medication side effects, age-related changes, intubation, and postsurgical injury, among others. Voice overuse is perhaps the most common cause of chronic dysphonia. Many occupations depend on voice use. For instance, >50% of teachers experience dysphonia attributable to voice overuse, and 20% miss work as a result.107 Clinicians should inquire about an individual’s voice use and how the altered voice quality affects the individual professionally and in other areas of life (eg, ability communicate with family). Patient occupation should be elicited during the history. Professional voice users (those who rely on their voices for their livelihood) and those who cannot function adequately to perform required duties can be significantly affected by voice symptoms that may be subclinical for other patients. Early evaluation is warranted for these patient groups, as delay in diagnosis and treatment can have psychological and economic ramifications. Dysphonia in smokers is of particular concern. Smoking is associated with an increased risk of polypoid vocal fold lesions



(Reinke’s edema), leukoplakia, erythroplakia, and, most important, head and neck cancer.108 Thus, dysphonia in smokers should prompt expedient laryngoscopy or referral for laryngoscopy, as described in KAS 3 (escalation of care). An important historical consideration in the evaluation of patients already diagnosed with head and neck cancer is whether they underwent neck radiation, which often leads to decline in voice quality.109 Medications (Table 7) can also contribute to dysphonia. In particular, patients who use inhaled corticosteroids for the treatment of asthma or COPD may present with dysphonia, which can result from direct mucosal irritation from inhaled particulates or secondary to laryngeal fungal infection.82-85 Many other types of medications can negatively affect voice production, including drying medications and certain hormonal treatments, among others. Age of the patient with dysphonia can also help in the differential diagnosis. Voice disorders are common among older adults and significantly affect their QOL.8,45 Vocal fold atrophy with resulting dysphonia is common among older individuals and is frequently undiagnosed by primary care providers.37,110 Neurologic conditions are also more common among older individuals (eg, Parkinson’s disease, stroke) and can cause voice changes.38,111-113 The differential diagnosis of pediatric patients is unique and depends on the age of the child. Premature infants are especially at risk for dysphonia.114,115 Dysphonia is often recognized by perception of abnormal cry.96 Suspicion should prompt otolaryngology consultation.116 Premature infants and neonates are also at risk for iatrogenic injury to their vocal folds due to prolonged intubation.117 When infants do present with dysphonia, underlying etiologies should be considered—such as birth trauma, surgery (eg, patent ductus arteriosus correction) or intubation, and intracranial process (eg, Arnold-Chiari malformation or posterior fossa mass, congenital laryngeal anomaly, or mediastinal pathology).118 Chronic dysphonia is quite common among preschool to adolescent children and has an adverse impact on QOL.119 Additionally, prevalence rates range from 15% to 24% of the
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Table 6. Etiologies of Dysphonia and Examples from Each Category.a Etiologic Category Surgery



Inflammatory Autoimmune



Infectious Neurologic



Endocrinologic



Neoplastic



Congenital Traumatic Behavioral



Musculoskeletal Gastrointestinal



Examples Thyroidectomy or parathyroidectomy Anterior spine surgery Thoracic and cardiac surgery Neurosurgery and skull base surgery Tobacco use Polypoid corditis Allergy Granulomatosis with polyangiitis Sarcoidosis Amyloidosis Rheumatoid arthritis Viral upper respiratory infection Bacterial infection Laryngeal candidiasis Laryngeal dystonia (eg, spasmodic dysphonia) Vocal fold paralysis Essential tremor Parkinson disease Hypothyroidism Diabetes Menopause Androgen supplementation Laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma Recurrent respiratory papillomatosis Metastatic disease Other neoplasms (eg, chondromas, lymphoma) Laryngeal web Vocal fold cyst Laryngeal cleft Laryngeal fracture Posterior glottic stenosis Intubation injury Vocal fold nodules Vocal fold cyst Vocal fold polyp Vocal fold vascular lesion Muscle tension dysphonia Cervicalgia Reflux



a



Not a comprehensive list of etiologic examples.



population.31,34,120 In 1 study, 77% of hoarse children had vocal fold nodules.34 STATEMENT 3. ESCALATION OF CARE: Clinicians should assess the patient with dysphonia by history and physical examination to identify factors where expedited laryngeal evaluation is indicated. These include but are not limited to recent surgical procedures involving the head, neck, or chest; recent endotracheal intubation; presence of concomitant neck mass; respiratory distress or stridor; history of tobacco abuse; and whether the patient is a professional voice user. Strong recommendation based on observational studies with a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 3



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To encourage early referral of patients with dysphonia whose history, symptoms, or physical examination is concerning for a serious underlying etiology. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Effective Communication and Care Coordination; Patient Safety. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade B, based on overwhelmingly consistent evidence from observational studies •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: To identify factors early in the course of management that could influence the timing of diagnostic procedures, choice of interventions, or provision of follow-up care; to identify risk factors; to identify populations for whom early or more aggressive intervention may be warranted (ie, professional voice) •• Risks, harms, costs: Time in assessment •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: Importance of history taking and identifying modifying factors as an essential component of providing quality care •• Intentional vagueness: The term expedited does not specify exact timing •• Role of patient preferences: Moderate (small: in the setting of a neck mass with dysphonia or concern for malignancy) •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Strong recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to encourage early laryngoscopy and/or referral for specialty care with laryngoscopy for patients with dysphonia whose history, symptoms, or physical examination is concerning for a serious underlying etiology (eg, associated with increased risk of mortality or morbidity). Several conditions exist for which early laryngeal visualization can minimize morbidity and mortality and reduce negative QOL consequences. For example, smokers with new-onset dysphonia with or without lymphadenopathy or neck mass should be referred for laryngeal examination to rule out the potential for head and neck cancer. Early referral to an otolaryngologist or, when available, a laryngologist (otolaryngologists with advanced experience in managing voice disorders) should also be offered for professional voice users and singers or others occupations/positions where a delay may risk extension of injury and/or have a significant effect on QOL and/or professional obligations. Other triggers warranting early referral include new-onset dysphonia after anterior neck, cardiothoracic, or neurologic surgery and symptoms concerning for rapidly progressive neurologic disorders, such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Dysphonia with associated stridor or
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Stachler et al Table 7. Medications That May Cause Dysphonia.a Medication



Mechanism of Impact on Voice



Coumadin, thrombolytics, phosphodiesterase-5 inhibitors Bisphosphonates Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors Antihistamines, diuretics, anticholinergics Danocrine, testosterone Antipsychotics, atypical antipsychotics Inhaled steroids



461-463



Vocal fold hematoma Chemical laryngitis464 Cough465 Drying effect on mucosa78, 80,345 Sex hormone production/utilization; alteration466,467 Laryngeal dystonia468,469 Dose dependent mucosal irritation261,263,470; fungal laryngitis264,265



a



This is not intended to be an exhaustive list of all medication that could cause dysphonia.



respiratory distress should also trigger immediate escalated care. Clinicians should provide documentation to explain the rationale for escalation of care in the patient’s medical record. Head and Neck Cancer Delay in head and neck cancer diagnosis can result in higher initial staging, need for more invasive and complex oncologic treatments, and more substantial health and QOL consequences. Despite many historical risk factors that should trigger early referral (eg, smoking, alcohol abuse), patients and clinicians often overlook the potential relationship between dysphonia and head and neck cancer, resulting in delayed referral.121-126 The strongest risk factor for malignancy is smoking, which increases the odds of head and neck cancer 2- to 3-fold.127-129 The presence of concurrent lymphadenopathy or a neck mass should increase the level of concern, even more as this could represent more advanced disease. Several observational studies demonstrated that delay in diagnosis can lead to untoward consequences, including reduced survival rates.27,130-134 Data suggest that delayed referral to otolaryngology may be more evident among those eventually diagnosed with laryngeal cancer.135 Thus, smokers and patients at risk for head and neck cancer who present with dysphonia, with or without lymphadenopathy or neck mass, should be assessed with a thorough visual examination of the upper aerodigestive tract, including the larynx and pharynx. Surgery and Dysphonia Advances in surgical approaches have increased the number of surgical procedures that manipulate the upper aerodigestive tract, with a corresponding increase in relative complication frequency. This is particularly true for thyroidectomy136 and anterior approaches to the cervical spine.137 Such procedures put the recurrent laryngeal nerve at risk, which, if injured, can result in severe dysphonia, dysphagia (including aspiration in 15%), and new-onset shortness of breath.24,138-141 Patients presenting with new-onset postoperative dysphonia should have an expedited laryngeal evaluation according to the AAO-HNSF guidelines, which recommend that this occur between 2 weeks and 2 months following the surgery.142 Early diagnosis and treatment of vocal fold paralysis can effectively alleviate the significant associated negative health and QOL consequences and resultant work absenteeism.10,76,143-146 Early evaluation is also recommended for patients with dysphonia



after extubation, regardless of duration of intubation, since they are at increased risk of having laryngeal injury, vocal fold paralysis, and aspiration.147-152 These patients are all more easily treated if identified early. A systematic review of adverse effects from intubation found that dysphonia and vocal cord injuries are clinically relevant complications related to short-term general anesthesia with an endotracheal tube or laryngeal mask.56 Neurologic Conditions Dysphonia may be part of a constellation of symptoms indicative of a severe or progressive neurologic condition. Combined with dysarthria and dysphagia (with or without aspiration) and/or other upper motor neuron signs, dysphonia can be a presenting sign of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis or other serious neurologic condition. Patients presenting with these signs should undergo early laryngeal examination and diagnosis to expedite referral to neurology for definitive management.153,154



Professional Voice Users Many patients rely on their voices for their livelihood or cannot complete critical duties without their voice. These primarily include singers and teachers but also a range of professionals who are dependent on their voices to work, such as call center workers, receptionists, nurses, physicians, and attorneys. Dysphonia can impair a patient’s ability to work. In the general population, 7.2% of surveyed individuals missed work for ≥1 days within the preceding year due to a voice problem,19 and 1 in 10 individuals filed short-term disability claims.55 It is important to carefully consider the patient’s perspective and level of concern in decision making and management. Most obviously, this affects professional musicians.155 Singers are expectedly more anxious about voice problems156,157 and often seek health care for symptoms such as vocal fatigue not commonly perceived as dysphonia.158 However, it cannot be overemphasized that professional voice users form a much broader category that includes any person who relies on her or his voice for an occupation.159 Furthermore, avocational voice users may have significant voice needs and express heightened concern about their voices that may necessitate early escalation. Referral to a laryngologist may be helpful for professional voice users with dysphonia if the etiology is not clear.



S14 STATEMENT 4A. LARYNGOSCOPY AND DYSPHONIA: Clinicians may perform diagnostic laryngoscopy at any time for a patient with dysphonia. Option based on observational studies, expert opinion, and a balance of benefit and harm.



Action Statement Profile: 4A



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To highlight the important role of visualizing the larynx and vocal folds in treating a patient with dysphonia. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Effective Communication and Care Coordination; Patient Safety. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, based on observational studies •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Establishing the underlying diagnosis, possible reduction in cost, improved diagnostic accuracy, appropriate referrals and treatment, avoidance of missed or delayed diagnosis, reduced anxiety by establishing diagnosis •• Risks, harms, costs: Patient discomfort, cost of examination, procedure-related morbidity •• Benefits-harm assessment: Balance of benefit and harm •• Value judgments: Laryngoscopy is an essential tool for diagnosing the cause of dysphonia and should be available to those who can perform it; however, dysphonia is often self-limited and may resolve spontaneously without a diagnosis •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Moderate •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Option •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of these statements is to highlight the important role of visualizing the larynx and vocal folds to establish a diagnosis of a patient with dysphonia. Clinicians who are capable of doing so need not withhold this valuable diagnostic tool to wait for resolution before looking for a cause. While dysphonia often resolves spontaneously, it can be a symptom of a serious underlying disorder (eg, associated with increased risk of mortality or morbidity). Immediate laryngoscopy can also help to avoid misdiagnosis or delayed diagnosis. Clinicians may perform laryngoscopy at any time, if appropriate, on the basis of the patient’s specific clinical presentation and modifying factors. Laryngoscopy and Dysphonia Visualization of the larynx is part of a comprehensive evaluation for voice disorders. Most dysphonia is caused by benign or self-limited conditions, but early identification of some disorders by visualization may increase the likelihood of optimal outcomes. Laryngeal visualization is a safe procedure. More advanced laryngeal visualization equipment (eg, rigid/ flexible laryngoscopy, stroboscopy) is not available in all



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) health care settings. Patient preferences, including concerns about neoplasm and professional voice use, may represent important considerations that influence the ideal timing and direct the appropriate type of laryngeal evaluation. There are a number of conditions where laryngoscopy at the time of initial assessment allows for more timely diagnosis and management (see KAS 2). Laryngoscopy can be used at the bedside for patients with dysphonia after surgery or intubation to identify vocal fold immobility, intubation trauma, or other sources of postsurgical dysphonia. Laryngoscopy plays a critical role in evaluating laryngeal patency after laryngeal trauma, where visualization of the airway allows for assessment of the need for surgical intervention (eg, tracheotomy) and for following patients for whom immediate surgery is not required.160,161 Laryngeal cancer is one of the greatest concerns among patients presenting with dysphonia (see KAS 3). Laryngoscopy is routinely used to identify lesions that are concerning for laryngeal cancer. The usefulness of laryngoscopy for laryngeal cancer screening and the benefit of early detection of concerning laryngeal abnormalities led the British medical system to employ fast-track screening clinics for laryngeal cancer that mandate laryngoscopy within 14 days of suspicion of laryngeal cancer.162,163 Visualizing the larynx is critical to identify the etiology of the dysphonia. For example, fungal laryngitis from inhalers is best diagnosed with laryngoscopy and must be distinguished from malignancy by response to antifungal medication or biopsy.164 Unilateral vocal fold paralysis causes breathy dysphonia and is routinely identified, characterized, and followed with laryngoscopy.165,166 Among patients with cranial nerve deficits or neuromuscular changes, laryngoscopy is useful to identify neurologic causes of vocal dysfunction.167 Benign vocal fold lesions, such as vocal fold cysts, nodules, and polyps, can be detected with laryngoscopy but are more easily identified and characterized with stroboscopy.168 Visualization of the larynx may also provide some supporting evidence for the diagnosis of laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR)169 but cannot be relied on diagnostically due to poor specificity.170-174 Dysphonia caused by neurologic or motor neuron disease, such as Parkinson’s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, and SD, may have laryngoscopic findings that help diagnose or prompt early referral and management of the underlying disease.175 Visualizing the larynx is also critical in the evaluation of the aging voice. Distinguishing the numerous etiologies is beyond the scope of this guideline. Note that there are many etiologies causing dysphonia that can be identified. Neonates with dysphonia should undergo laryngoscopy to identify vocal fold paralysis,176 laryngeal webs,177 or other congenital anomalies that might affect their ability to swallow or breathe.178 Dysphonia in children is less frequently a sign of a serious underlying condition and is more likely related to laryngitis or benign laryngeal lesions, such as polyps, nodules, or cysts.179 It is important that persistent dysphonia be evaluated to rule out more serious conditions. For example, determining if laryngeal papilloma is the etiology of dysphonia in a child is particularly important given the high potential for lifethreatening airway obstruction and the potential for malignant



Stachler et al transformation.180 A hoarse child with other symptoms, such as stridor, airway obstruction, or dysphagia, may have a serious underlying problem, including a Chiari malformation,181 hydrocephalus, skull base tumors, or a compressing neck or mediastinal mass. Persistent dysphonia in children may be a symptom of vocal fold paralysis with underlying etiologies that include neck masses, congenital heart disease, or previous cardiothoracic, esophageal, or neck surgery.182 STATEMENT 4B. NEED FOR LARYNGOSCOPY IN PERSISTENT DYSPHONIA: Clinicians should perform laryngoscopy, or refer to a clinician who can perform laryngoscopy, when dysphonia fails to resolve or improve within 4 weeks or irrespective of duration if a serious underlying cause is suspected. Recommendation based on observational studies, expert opinion, and a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 4B



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To highlight the important role of visualizing the larynx and vocal folds in treating a patient with dysphonia, especially if the dysphonia fails to improve within 4 weeks’ onset. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Effective Communication and Care Coordination. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, observational studies on the natural history of benign laryngeal disorders; grade C for observational studies plus expert opinion on defining what constitutes a serious underlying condition •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Avoid missed or delayed diagnosis of serious conditions among patients without additional signs and/or symptoms to suggest underlying disease; permit prompt assessment of the larynx when serious concern exists •• Risks, harms, costs: Potential for delay in diagnosis; procedure-related morbidity; procedure-related expense; patient discomfort •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: A need exists to balance timely diagnostic intervention with the potential for overutilization and excessive cost. The guideline update panel debated the optimal time for assessment of the larynx with a consensus-based approach and agreed on 4 weeks with the option to proceed more promptly based on clinical circumstances •• Intentional vagueness: The term serious underlying concern is subject to the discretion of the clinician. Some conditions are clearly serious, but for other patients, the seriousness of the condition is dependent on the patient. Intentional vagueness was incorporated to allow for clinical judgment in the expediency of evaluation



S15 •• Role of patient preferences: If there is a serious underlying concern, then there is a limited role for patient preference; however, among patients without a serious underlying concern, the role for patient preference is moderate •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation •• Differences of opinions: There was some disagreement about whether the time frame should be 4 or 6 weeks. After casting their votes, 10 panel members favored a 4-week time frame, and 5 favored a 6-week time frame. Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to highlight the important role of visualizing the larynx and vocal folds in establishing a diagnosis for a patient with dysphonia that fails to resolve spontaneously. Viral upper respiratory tract infection is among the most common causes of dysphonia. Symptoms from viral laryngitis typically last 1 to 3 weeks and then resolve spontaneously.183,184 Accordingly, initial observation for most patients with newonset dysphonia is reasonable. Dysphonia persisting beyond this time raises concerns for other pathologies less likely to resolve spontaneously. Visualization of the larynx is the principal method to refine the differential diagnosis for a patient with dysphonia and allows for appropriately directed treatment. Most important, its expedient performance will prevent delay in diagnosis of malignancy or other morbid conditions. Delay to referral is common. A recent study highlighted that most patients with dysphonia wait between 88.7 and 119.2 days before seeking treatment.122 A survey of primary care providers found that 64% preferred to treat rather than refer a patient with chronic dysphonia (>6 weeks).185 Other studies showed several-month delays in presentation to otolaryngology and even longer delays for specialized laryngology care.76,77 This statement urges referral based on evidence suggesting that referral for careful laryngeal visualization results in shorter time to disease resolution and is more cost-effective than continued treatment without identification of an underlying etiology of the dysphonia.186 The term serious used in the statement is intended to have 2 meanings. First, it describes an etiology that would shorten the life span of the patient. In this setting, delay in diagnosis could lead to worsened outcomes and should be avoided. Second, it refers to the impact of dysphonia on the patient. For some patients, specifically professional voice users, dysphonia may significantly impair their ability to work or reduce voice-related QOL. Detailed information on how to identify these patients is presented in KAS 3 regarding escalation of care. If the clinician is concerned that dysphonia is caused by a serious underlying condition or may have a disproportionate effect on the patient’s work or well-being, more immediate evaluation of the larynx is warranted. A majority of patients (90%) with a complaint of hoarseness initially present to their primary care physicians.187,188 Thus, primary care physicians care for most patients with dysphonia while otolaryngologists ultimately see between 3% and 10% of initial dysphonia consultations. Identifying patients in need of



S16 laryngoscopy is important to optimize care of the patient with dysphonia. A large national database study showed that the timing of referral to otolaryngology ranged from 3 months.187 Delaying otolaryngology referral >3 months more than doubled the patient’s health care costs ($271 increased to $711). After referral to otolaryngology, the use of advanced laryngeal visualization technology (eg, stroboscopy) resulted in a change of the primary care physician’s diagnosis (almost always “acute laryngitis” or “nonspecific dysphonia”) to a different and likely more accurate diagnosis in 56% of cases. For example, of the 10,061 cases studied, new diagnoses of benign vocal fold pathology (n = 1384), vocal fold paresis or paralysis (n = 369), and laryngeal cancer (n = 293) were made among patients originally diagnosed with something else (mostly “acute laryngitis” or “nonspecific dysphonia”).187 Additionally, referral to multidisciplinary voice clinics—to include laryngologists and speechlanguage pathologists (SLPs) with access to and experience interpreting stroboscopy—resulted in changes in the underlying diagnosis of dysphonia in 45% to 70% of cases189-191 and altered management (eg, voice therapy, surgery, medication changes). STATEMENT 5. IMAGING: Clinicians should not obtain computed tomography (CT) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) among patients with a primary voice complaint prior to visualization of the larynx. Recommendation against imaging based on observational studies of harm, absence of evidence concerning benefit, and a preponderance of harm over benefit.



Action Statement Profile: 5



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To reduce variations of care and unnecessary expense as well as harm from radiation and/or contrast exposure. National Quality Strategy domain: Making Quality Care More Affordable. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, observational studies regarding the adverse events of CT and MRI; no evidence identified concerning benefits among patients with dysphonia before laryngoscopy •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Avoid unnecessary testing and overdiagnosis; minimize cost and adverse events; maximize the diagnostic yield of CT and MRI when indicated; avoid radiation •• Risks, harms, costs: Potential for delayed/missed diagnosis •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: None •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation against •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is not to discourage the use of imaging in the comprehensive workup of dysphonia but rather



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) to emphasize that it should be appropriately used to assess for specific pathology after the larynx has been visualized. Imaging may be appropriate after a diagnosis has been made with laryngoscopy or if a laryngeal process exists without a clear identifiable cause. Laryngoscopy is the primary diagnostic modality for evaluating patients with dysphonia. Imaging studies, including CT and MRI, are unnecessary in most patients with dysphonia because most dysphonia is self-limited or caused by pathology that can be identified by laryngoscopy alone. The value of imaging procedures before laryngoscopy is undocumented; no articles were found in the systematic literature review for this guideline regarding the diagnostic yield of imaging studies prior to laryngeal examination. Conversely, the risk of imaging studies is well documented. The risk of radiation-induced malignancy from CT scans is small but real. More than 62 million CT scans per year are obtained in the United States for all indications, including 4 million performed on children.192 In a study of 400,000 radiation workers in the nuclear industry who were exposed to an average dose of 20 mSVs (a typical organ dose from a single CT scan for an adult), a significant association was reported between the radiation dose and mortality from cancer in this cohort. These risks were quantitatively similar to those reported for atomic bomb survivors.192 Children have higher rates of malignancy and a longer life span in which radiation-induced malignancies can develop.193,194 Approximately 0.4% of all cancers in the United States may be attributable to the radiation from CT studies.195,196 It is acknowledged that advances in technology and medical physics have helped to reduce the dose of radiation that patients receive from tests such as CT scans. However, depending on a patient’s size and imaging needs, the radiation exposure of a CT scan is still equivalent to about 100 to 200 chest x-rays. There are also risks associated with the intravenous contrast dye used to increase the diagnostic yield of CT scans.197 Allergies to contrast dye are common (5%-8% of the population). Severe, life-threatening reactions, including anaphylaxis, occur among 0.1% of people receiving iodinated contrast material, with a death rate of up to 1 in 29,500 people.198,199 While MRI has no radiation effects, it is not without risk. A review of the safety risks of MRI200 details 5 main classes of injury: (1) projectile effects (anything metal that gets attracted by the magnetic field), (2) twisting of indwelling metallic objects (cerebral artery clips, cochlear implants, or shrapnel), (3) burning (electrical conductive material in contact with the skin with an applied magnetic field; ie, electrocardiographic electrodes or medication patches), (4) artifacts (radiofrequency effects from the device itself simulating pathology), and (5) device malfunction (pacemakers will fire inappropriately or work at an elevated frequency, thus distorting cardiac conduction).201 The small confines of the MRI scanner may lead to claustrophobia and anxiety.202 Some patients, children in particular, require sedation (with its associated risks). The gadolinium contrast used for MRI rarely induces anaphylactic reactions,203-205



Stachler et al but there is evidence of renal toxicity with gadolinium in patients with preexisting renal disease.205 Transient hearing loss has been reported, but this is usually avoided with hearing protection.206 The costs of MRI, however, are significantly more than CT scanning. Despite these risks and their considerable cost, cross-sectional imaging studies are being used with increasing frequency.207-209 STATEMENT 6. ANTIREFLUX MEDICATION AND DYSPHONIA: Clinicians should not prescribe antireflux medications to treat isolated dysphonia, based on symptoms alone attributed to suspected gastroesophageal reflux disease (GERD) or laryngopharyngeal reflux (LPR), without visualization of the larynx. Recommendation against prescribing based on randomized trials with limitations and observational studies with a preponderance of harm over benefit.



Action Statement Profile: 6



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To limit widespread use of antireflux medications as empiric therapy for dysphonia without symptoms of GERD or seeing changes in the larynx associated with LPR or laryngitis, given limited evidence of benefit and the potential adverse effects of the medications. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Patient Safety; Making Quality Care More Affordable. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade B, randomized trials with limitations showing lack of benefits for antireflux therapy among patients with laryngeal symptoms alone, including dysphonia; observational studies with inconsistent or inconclusive results; inconclusive evidence regarding the prevalence of dysphonia as the only manifestation of reflux disease •• Level of confidence in evidence: Medium based on small inconsistent randomized trials with heterogeneous entry criteria and poorly defined outcome measures •• Benefit: Avoidance of unnecessary therapy; reduced cost; avoidance of complications from proton pump inhibitors (PPIs); avoidance of diagnostic and treatment delay due to course of PPI therapy. •• Risks, harms, costs: Potential withholding of therapy from patients who may benefit •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: The committee thought that there is general overuse of these medications and that they have limited usefulness for most patients with dysphonia but that there may be a role for antireflux medications in a subset of hard-to-define cases. We also recognize that there is a role for these medications to treat gastroesophageal reflux •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation against



S17 •• Differences of opinions: The panel was divided about whether to include the terms GERD and LPR in the action statement or to leave it simply as symptoms alone. The majority favored inclusion of these terms in the KAS Supporting Text The purpose of the statement is to limit widespread use of antireflux medication as empiric therapy for isolated dysphonia without symptoms of GERD and without visualizing the larynx to evaluate for signs suggesting LPR or other etiologies of dysphonia. LPR should not be diagnosed on the basis of voice symptoms alone, given limited evidence of benefit and the potential adverse effects of the medications. This statement is not intended to limit the use of antireflux medications in managing LPR-attributed symptoms when suspected by history and physical examination that includes laryngoscopy or for the treatment of GERD symptoms. Antireflux Medications and the Empiric Treatment of Dysphonia The benefit of antireflux treatment for dysphonia among patients without symptoms of esophageal reflux (heartburn and regurgitation) or evidence for esophagitis is inconclusive. A Cochrane systematic review of 302 eligible studies, including 6 RCTs, that assessed the effectiveness of antireflux therapy for patients with dysphonia did not identify any highquality trials meeting the inclusion criteria.210 To date, 11 randomized trials have evaluated the efficacy of PPI treatment for patients with suspected reflux-related dysphonia and/or LPR: 9 were placebo-controlled trials211-219; 1 compared PPI with lifestyle modification220; and 1 compared PPI with and without voice therapy.221 Of 9 placebo-controlled trials, 3 reported increased odds of voice improvement with PPI treatment,213,217,219 while the remainder did not find a difference. It is important to note that these trials were heterogeneous in their inclusion criteria, used different LPR diagnostic algorithms and outcome measures, varied in sample size (range, 15-145), and had conflicting results. In contrast, benefits of antireflux medication for control of GERD symptoms are well documented. High-quality controlled studies demonstrate that PPIs and H2RA (histamine 2 receptor antagonist) improve important clinical outcomes in esophageal GERD over placebo, with PPIs demonstrating superior response.222,223 Response rates for esophageal symptoms and esophagitis healing are high (approximately 80% for PPIs).222,223 Among patients with dysphonia and a diagnosis of GERD, antireflux treatment is more likely to reduce dysphonia. Antireflux treatment given to patients with GERD (based on positive pH probe, esophagitis on endoscopy, or presence of heartburn or regurgitation) showed improved chronic laryngitis symptoms, including dysphonia, over those without GERD.224 There is some evidence supporting the pharmacologic treatment of GERD without documented esophagitis, but the number needed to treat tends to be higher.223 Importantly, these studies have esophageal symptoms and/or mucosal healing as outcomes, not dysphonia.



S18 Although the use of empiric PPI treatment for dysphonia without laryngoscopy is common among primary care clinicians,185 there are no data showing its superiority over placebo. Moreover, such an approach is often associated with missed/inaccurate diagnosis and delay in appropriate treatment.191,225-227 Patient and providers should be aware of the lack of supportive evidence for empirical use of PPI in patients presenting with dysphonia alone. Alternative diagnosis and confirmation of laryngeal inflammation should be sought by laryngoscopy.228 There are also potential risks to prolonged PPI/H2RA use, including associations with impaired cognition (H2RA,229,230 PPI231), bacterial gastroenteritis (PPI,232-235 acid-suppressing medications236), community-acquired pneumonia (PPI237), drug interactions (eg, PPI and clopidogrel238,239), hip fractures (PPI240-244), decreased vitamin B12 levels (PPI245), hypomagnesemia (acid-lowering agents246), and chronic kidney disease (PPI247). Associated risk and increased attention to cost-effective practice has raised questions about the safety and utility of longterm PPI use.248,249 In fact, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) issued a warning related to long-term PPI use in children. Nonetheless, most experts agree that the benefits of short-term PPI treatment outweigh the potential risks in the majority of patients, especially if PPI use is based on a relevant indication (eg, concomitant heartburn, regurgitation).250 STATEMENT 7. CORTICOSTEROID THERAPY: Clinicians should not routinely prescribe corticosteroids for patients with dysphonia prior to visualization of the larynx. Recommendation against prescribing based on randomized trials showing adverse events and absence of clinical trials demonstrating benefits with a preponderance of harm over benefit for steroid use.



Action Statement Profile: 7



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To discourage the empiric use of steroids for dysphonia prior to laryngeal examination. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Patient Safety; Making Quality Care More Affordable. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade B, randomized trials showing increased incidence of adverse events associated with orally administered steroids; absence of clinical trials demonstrating any benefit of steroid treatment on outcomes •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Avoid potential adverse events associated with unproven therapy •• Risks, harms, costs: None •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of harm over benefit for steroid use •• Value judgments: Avoid adverse events of ineffective or unproven therapy •• Intentional vagueness: The word routine is used to acknowledge that there may be specific situations, based on laryngoscopy results, or other associated conditions that may justify steroid use on an individualized basis



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) •• Role of patient preferences: Small; there is a role for shared decision making in weighing the harms of steroids against the potential yet unproven benefit in specific circumstances (ie, professional or avocation voice use and acute laryngitis) •• Exclusions: Children with croup •• Policy level: Recommendation against •• Differences of opinions: None Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to discourage the empiric use of steroids for dysphonia prior to examination of the larynx. Oral steroids are commonly prescribed by primary care and urgent care clinicians for empirical treatment of dysphonia and for presumed acute laryngitis, despite an overwhelming lack of supporting data of efficacy. A systematic search of MEDLINE, CINAHL, EMBASE, and the Cochrane Library revealed no studies supporting the use of corticosteroids as empiric therapy for dysphonia except in special circumstances, as discussed later. Although dysphonia is often attributed to acute inflammation of the larynx, the temptation to prescribe systemic or inhaled steroids for acute or chronic dysphonia or laryngitis should be avoided because of the potential for significant and serious side effects. Side effects from corticosteroids can occur with short- or long-term use, although the frequency increases with longer durations of therapy and higher doses of oral corticosteroids (Table 8).251 One Cochrane review examining the use of a short course (30% included sleep disturbances, lipodystrophy, adrenal suppression, metabolic syndrome, weight gain, and hypertension. Vertebral fractures were reported at an incidence of 21% to 30%. Dose-response relationships were documented for fractures, acute myocardial infarction, hypertension, and peptic ulcer. Furthermore, costs associated with these complications are substantial (1-year per-patient cost of $26,471.80 for nonfatal myocardial infarction and per-event costs for fracture as high as $18,357.90). Recent (within 12 months) and prolonged (≥90 days) glucocorticoid use was independently associated with reduced bone mineral density and increased risk of fractures.260 The use of inhaled corticosteroids and increasing doses increases the risk of diabetes onset and progression.261 Inhaled corticosteroids were shown in a meta-analysis to cause oral
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Stachler et al Table 8. Documented Side Effects of Short- and Long-term Steroid Therapy. •  Lipodystrophy •  Hypertension •  Cardiovascular disease •  Cerebrovascular disease •  Osteoporosis •  Impaired wound healing •  Myopathy •  Cataracts •  Peptic ulcers •  Infection •  Mood disorder •  Ophthalmologic disorders •  Skin disorders and alopecia •  Menstrual disorders and hormonal changes •  Avascular necrosis (femur, humerus, long bones) •  Pancreatitis •  Diabetogenesis



candidiasis and pharyngitis in a dose-dependent fashion. The higher the dose, the greater the risk of the adverse event.262 Clearly, there are risks associated with glucocorticoid use, and these should be considered carefully before proceeding with treatment. Additionally, there are many reports implicating long-term inhaled steroid use as a cause of dysphonia.82,262-268 A theorized mechanism is mucosal deposition of the inhaled corticosteroids and associated mild myopathy of the thyroarytenoid muscle. Videostroboscopic findings are often subtle if present and do not explain all the symptoms completely. Rinsing the oral cavity, gargling, and drinking water after use and using the lowest possible dose of inhaled corticosteroids is recommended to mitigate these side effects. Despite these side effects, there are some indications for steroid use in specific disease entities and patients. The diagnosis should be established prior to initiation of therapy. Vocal performers and vocational voice users with dysphonia are often prescribed short courses of steroids,269,270 although the formulation and doses are not uniform, as there is no strong evidence to support this indication. The literature does support steroid use for recurrent croup with associated laryngitis in pediatric patients.271,272 In a Cochrane review of the safety of corticosteroid use in lower respiratory disorders in children with croup, the authors found that steroid use reduced emergency room visit time by 8 hours and reduced the relapse rate when compared with placebo.273 In limited cases, systemic steroids were reported to provide quick relief from allergic laryngitis for performers.274,275 While these are not high-quality trials, they suggest a possible role for steroids in these selected patient populations. Among patients who are acutely dependent on their voices, the balance of benefit and harm may be shifted. The length of treatment for allergy-associated dysphonia with steroids has not been well defined in the literature. Steroids should also be considered for patients with airway compromise to decrease edema and inflammation. An



appropriate evaluation and determination of the cause of the airway compromise is required prior to starting the steroid therapy. Corticosteroids are also helpful in some autoimmune disorders involving the larynx, such as systemic lupus erythematosus, sarcoidosis, and granulomatosis with polyangiitis.276-278 There have been reports in the literature concerning hypersensitivity reactions to corticosteroids. These situations are rare but can be seen in high-risk groups of patients, such as those who receive multiple doses of corticosteroids.279 Steroid hypersensitivity can be either type I (IgE mediated), which can include anaphylaxis (rare, 0.3%-0.5%), or, more commonly, type IV (T cell mediated), which usually follows a topical corticosteroid application.280-282 Such reactions are usually triggered by preservative or matrix in the steroid preparation rather than the active medication, and a switch to another preparation is often the solution. Due to the significant risk profile of steroids and the limited evidence of benefit, steroids should not be used empirically. If the diagnosis is known and the treatment is targeted, especially in professional voice users, a shared decision is made between the patient and the clinician about whether to use steroids after the risks and limited evidence for benefit have been discussed. STATEMENT 8. ANTIMICROBIAL THERAPY: Clinicians should not routinely prescribe antibiotics to treat dysphonia. Strong recommendation against prescribing based on systematic reviews and randomized trials showing ineffectiveness of antibiotic therapy and a preponderance of harm over benefit.



Action Statement Profile: 8



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To discourage the misuse of antibiotics. National Quality Strategy domains: Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Patient Safety; Making Quality Care More Affordable. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade A, systematic reviews showing no benefit for antibiotics for acute laryngitis or upper respiratory tract infection; grade A evidence showing potential harms of antibiotic therapy •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Avoidance of ineffective therapy, unnecessary cost, and antibiotic resistance •• Risks, harms, costs: Potential for failing to treat bacterial, fungal, or mycobacterial causes of dysphonia •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of harm over benefit if antibiotics are prescribed •• Value judgments: Importance of limiting antimicrobial therapy to treating bacterial or fungal infections •• Intentional vagueness: The word routine is used in the KAS to discourage empiric therapy yet to acknowledge there are occasional circumstances where antimicrobial use may be appropriate •• Role of patient preferences: None •• Exclusions: Patients with dysphonia caused by bacterial, fungal, or mycobacterial infection



S20 •• Policy level: Strong recommendation against •• Differences of opinions: None Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to discourage the misuse of antibiotics. Dysphonia in most patients is caused by acute viral laryngitis, which is not a bacterial infection. Since antibiotics are effective only in bacterial infections, their routine empiric use in treating patients with dysphonia is unwarranted. Upper respiratory infections often produce symptoms of sore throat, fever, and globus sensation and may alter voice quality and function. Acute upper respiratory infections caused by parainfluenza, rhinovirus, influenza, and adenovirus have been linked to laryngitis.283,284 Acute laryngitis is self-limited, with most patients experiencing symptomatic improvement within 7 to 10 days irrespective of treatment.285 A Cochrane review examining the role of antibiotics in acute laryngitis among adults found that antibiotics do not appear to be effective in treating acute laryngitis in terms of objective outcomes.184 Misuse of antibiotics also exposes patients and the health care system to unnecessary costs. Medications account for one-fifth to one-third of total direct costs in management of laryngeal disorders, and 30% of that is attributable to antibiotics.286 Antibiotics can have side effects, including rash, abdominal pain, diarrhea, and vomiting.287,288 Moreover, interaction between antibiotics and other medications can have untoward consequences.289 Societal implications of antibiotic over- and misuse are also important. Overprescription contributes to bacterial antibiotic resistance. Exemplifying this are recent sinusitis culture studies showing a growing rate of methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus.290 Spread of antibiotic resistance has serious health and cost impacts. Regions with higher antibiotic resistance have 33% higher treatment costs for infectious diseases such as community-acquired pneumonia.291 Lack of bacterial susceptibility to antibiotics due to resistance increases the complexity of treating routine infectious conditions and negatively affects patient outcomes. Antibiotic use can also increase the risk of or exacerbate laryngeal candidiasis.292 Antibiotics for dysphonia may be appropriate in select circumstances. Such cases are often associated with an immunosuppressed patient. For example, laryngeal tuberculosis in patients with renal transplants and human immunodeficiency virus was reported,293,294 and so was atypical mycobacterial laryngeal infection for a patient on inhaled steroids.295 Antibiotics may also be warranted for patients with dysphonia secondary to other bacterial infections. Community outbreaks of pertussis attributed to waning immunity in adolescents and adults were reported.296 Bacterial laryngotracheitis, secondary to S aureus (among others), can be associated with severe upper respiratory infection manifesting with mucosal crusting and multiple symptoms, such as cough, stridor, increased work of breathing, and dysphonia.297 The diagnosis should be established prior to initiation of therapy. STATEMENT 9A. LARYNGOSCOPY PRIOR TO VOICE THERAPY: Clinicians should perform diagnostic laryngos-



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) copy, or refer to a clinician who can perform diagnostic laryngoscopy, before prescribing voice therapy and document/ communicate the results to the speech-language pathologist (SLP). Recommendation based on observational studies showing benefit and a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 9A



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To encourage the routine use of diagnostic laryngoscopy for patients with dysphonia (hoarseness) before initiation of voice therapy and to promote the most effective treatment practices for patients with dysphonia. National Quality Strategy domains: Effective Communication and Care Coordination; Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, observational studies of the benefit of laryngoscopy for voice therapy •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Avoid delay in diagnosing laryngeal conditions not treatable with voice therapy, optimize voice therapy by allowing targeted therapy •• Risks, harms, costs: Delay in initiation of voice therapy; cost of the laryngoscopy and associated clinician visit; patient discomfort •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: To ensure no delay in identifying pathology not treatable with voice therapy. The SLP should not initiate therapy prior to laryngoscopy •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is (1) to encourage the routine use of diagnostic laryngoscopy for patients with dysphonia (hoarseness) before initiation of voice therapy and (2) to promote the most effective treatment of patients with dysphonia. Laryngoscopy Prior to Voice Therapy. Voice therapy is a wellestablished treatment modality for some voice disorders, but therapy should not begin until a diagnosis is made. Failure to visualize the larynx and establish a diagnosis can lead to inappropriate therapy or delay in diagnosis of disorders not amenable to voice therapy.135,298 Many diagnoses can be made with laryngoscopy; however, if the diagnosis is not clear after continuous light laryngoscopy, stroboscopy may help clarify the underlying diagnosis. Information gleaned from visualization of the larynx is helpful in optimizing the therapy regimen. Evidence-based guidelines from the Royal College of Speech and Language Therapists mandate that an otolaryngologist evaluate each patient prior to initiating voice therapy.299 While the guideline does not explicitly refer to laryngoscopy, it states that the “evaluation is needed to identify disease, assess structure and contribute to the assessment
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Stachler et al of function,” and laryngoscopy is the primary tool for this assessment. The American Speech-Language-Hearing Association (ASHA) acknowledges these guidelines and specifies in its practice policy that the clinical process for voice evaluation entails that “all patients/clients with voice disorders are examined by a physician, preferably in a discipline appropriate to the presenting complaint.”300 An SLP trained in visual imaging may examine the larynx for the purpose of evaluating vocal function and planning an appropriate therapy program for the voice disorder. In some multidisciplinary practices, an SLP may perform laryngoscopy and stroboscopy in conjunction with an otolaryngologist who reviews it for diagnostic purposes.301,302 Examination or review by the otolaryngologist ensures that diagnoses are managed appropriately when they are less amenable to voice therapy (eg, laryngeal cancer or papilloma). This recommendation is consistent with published ASHA guidelines.303 Evidence supports the usefulness of laryngoscopy and stroboscopy in planning voice therapy and in documenting its effectiveness in remediating vocal lesions.304,305 Accordingly, the results of the laryngeal examination should be documented and communicated to the SLP who will conduct voice therapy. This communication should include a detailed diagnosis/ description of the laryngeal pathology and a brief history of the problem. Visual images and video of the pathology are also helpful in treatment planning.305 Voice clinical fellowships exist for SLPs interested in advanced specialized care of patients with voice disorders. STATEMENT 9B. ADVOCATING FOR VOICE THERAPY: Clinicians should advocate voice therapy for patients with dysphonia from a cause amenable to voice therapy. Strong recommendation based on systematic reviews and randomized trials with a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 9B



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To promote effective communication with patients and to promote the most effective prevention and treatment practices for patients with dysphonia. National Quality Strategy domains: Person and Family Centered Care; Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality; Making Quality Care More Affordable. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade A, RCTs and systematic reviews •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Improve voice-related QOL; prevent relapse; potentially prevent need for more invasive therapy •• Risks, harms, costs: No harm reported in controlled trials; cost of treatment •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: Voice therapy is underutilized in managing dysphonia despite efficacy; advocacy is needed



•• Intentional vagueness: Deciding which patients will benefit from voice therapy is often determined by the voice therapist (SLP) •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: Patients unable to participate in therapy •• Policy level: Strong recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to ensure that patients are aware that voice therapy may be an effective treatment for dysphonia.



Advocating for Voice Therapy The clinician should advocate for voice therapy for patients whose dysphonia has an etiology that may be improved with a voice therapy intervention (eg, primary MTD). Advocacy is important to raise awareness of voice therapy’s effectiveness. The clinician should (1) document that voice therapy was discussed, (2) provide educational materials to the patient (see Appendix: Frequently Asked Questions about Voice Therapy), and/or (3) refer to an educational website or an SLP. Clinicians have several choices for managing dysphonia, including observation, medical therapy, surgical therapy, voice therapy, or a combination of these approaches. Certified and licensed SLPs play a central role in patient education and are critical providers of voice therapy, which addresses the behavioral and muscular issues contributing to dysphonia. Voice therapy is effective for dysphonia across the life span from children to older adults.11,12,303,306-309 However, children 


S22 treatment holistically, as they work to retrain and rebalance the subsystems of respiration, phonation, and resonance. A systematic review of voice therapy efficacy revealed various levels of support for each approach.306 Efficacy of physiologic approaches is well supported by randomized and other controlled trials.310-312,332,342 Hygiene approaches showed mixed results in relatively well-designed controlled trials.310,328,331,343-345 Interdisciplinary treatment of dysphonia may also include contributions from singing teachers, acting voice coaches, and other medical disciplines in conjunction with voice therapy.303 This is particularly relevant to singers who may benefit from a singing coach or other professional. Finally, it is recommended and critical that clinicians document response to therapy and voice status at the completion of therapy, including resolution, improvement, deterioration, or no change. STATEMENT 10. SURGERY: Clinicians should advocate for surgery as a therapeutic option for patients with dysphonia with conditions amenable to surgical intervention, such as suspected malignancy, symptomatic benign vocal fold lesions that do not respond to conservative management, or glottic insufficiency. Recommendation based on observational studies demonstrating a benefit of surgery in these conditions and a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 10



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To advocate that clinicians discuss and consider surgery as a therapeutic option for patients with dysphonia whose underlying etiology is amenable to surgical intervention. National Quality Strategy domains: Person and Family Centered Care; Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade B, in support of surgery to reduce dysphonia and improve voice quality among selected patients based on observational studies overwhelmingly demonstrating the benefit of surgery •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Potential for improved voice outcomes among carefully selected patients •• Risks, harms, costs: None •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: Surgical options for treating dysphonia are not always recognized •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to encourage clinicians to discuss surgery as a therapeutic option for patients with dysphonia whose underlying etiology is amenable to surgical



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) intervention. Such conditions can be broadly categorized into (1) malignancy, (2) symptomatic benign vocal fold lesions not responsive to conservative management, (3) recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, and (4) glottic insufficiency. Surgery is not the primary treatment for the majority of patients with dysphonia and should be targeted at specific pathologies.



Suspected Malignancy Dysphonia may be the presenting symptom in malignancy of the upper aerodigestive tract. Surgical biopsy with histopathologic evaluation is necessary to confirm the diagnosis of malignancy in upper airway lesions. Highly suspicious lesions with increased vasculature, ulceration, or exophytic growth require prompt biopsy. For superficial white lesions (eg, leukoplakia) on otherwise mobile vocal folds, a trial of conservative therapy with avoidance of irritants346 and treatment of laryngeal candidiasis should be instituted prior to biopsy.268,347,348 Once a diagnosis of cancer has been established, additional surgical management is 1 possible treatment. Discussion of surgical management of laryngeal cancer is beyond the scope of this guideline.



Benign Soft Tissue Vocal Fold Lesions A trial of conservative management is typically recommended prior to surgical intervention and may obviate the need for surgery. Many benign phonotraumatic vocal fold lesions are self-limited or reversible (eg, polyps, cysts, nodules).349-356 Failure to address underlying etiologies may lead to postsurgical recurrence of some lesions.323,357-359 Surgery is reserved for benign vocal fold lesions when a satisfactory voice result cannot be achieved with conservative management (eg, voice therapy) and the voice may be improved with surgical intervention.349 Effectiveness of surgical treatment for benign vocal fold lesions is based on observational studies of polyps, cysts, and nodules refractory to conservative management.360-362 Surgery can improve subjective voice-related QOL and objective vocal parameters among patients with dysphonia that results from benign vocal fold lesions.361-365 Nodules are common in the pediatric population and, as with adults, are treated conservatively. Also as with adults, surgery should be reserved for severe cases refractory to conservative treatment.366 Parents should be counseled that pediatric nodules typically resolve over time during normal developmental process367 and that voice therapy should be considered the primary treatment.368 The role of surgery for pediatric vocal nodules is limited. However, a paucity of data from small case series does demonstrate that pediatric nodules may be effectively removed via microsurgical approaches.369



Recurrent Respiratory Papillomatosis Surgery is necessary in the management of recurrent respiratory papillomatosis, a typically benign but aggressive neoplasm of the upper airway more commonly seen in children. Surgical removal with contemporary laryngeal instruments, including laser and microdebrider, can prevent airway obstruction and is effective in reducing the symptoms of dysphonia
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Stachler et al but is unlikely to be curative since the causative human papillomavirus is present in adjacent normal-appearing mucosa.370-372 Because of the recurrent nature of this condition, it is imperative that every effort be made to avoid injury to the underlying vibratory layers of the vocal folds to avoid long-term dysphonia related to scar formation.



Glottic Insufficiency Glottic insufficiency generally means incomplete closure of the vocal folds. There are several etiologies, including impaired vocal fold mobility (eg, paralysis or paresis), bowing, and vocal fold soft tissue defects. This condition can result in a weak, breathy dysphonia with poor cough, dyspnea, and dysphagia.24,60,139,140,146 Surgical correction of glottic insufficiency by medialization techniques can be done unilaterally or bilaterally and works by reducing the glottic opening during phonatory tasks to improve vocal efficiency. Vocal fold medialization can be achieved with temporizing injection of bulking agents into the affected vocal fold (injection medialization) or external medialization with open surgery (laryngeal framework surgery). Injection medialization can be safely performed in the office under local anesthesia or in the operating room under general anesthesia,373-375 which generally provides comparable improvement in voice.373,376-383 Collagen or lyophilized dermis injections can provide adequate vocal rehabilitation of pediatric patients.384 The use of polytetrafluoroethylene as a permanent injectable implant is not recommended due to its association with foreign body granulomas that can result in voice deterioration and airway compromise.385-387 Open medialization laryngoplasty (ie, type I laryngoplasty or thyroplasty, with or without arytenoid adduction) with a variety of implants demonstrated dysphonia reduction in appropriately selected patients.388-391 Additionally, laryngeal reinnervation is a treatment option for patients with unilateral and bilateral vocal fold paralysis in addition to static procedures.392-395 When analyzed by trained blinded listeners, the voices of 15 patients who underwent external laryngoplasty were indistinguishable from controls in loudness and pitch but had higher levels of strain and breathiness.396 In all, 92% of patients reported satisfaction, but 87% still considered their voices abnormal. In a retrospective study of 117 patients with glottic insufficiency, patients who underwent type I laryngoplasty demonstrated better symptom resolution when compared with patients receiving voice therapy alone.397 Survey data suggest a 5.4% revision rate for laryngoplasty.398 STATEMENT 11. BOTULINUM TOXIN: Clinicians should offer, or refer to a clinician who can offer, botulinum toxin injections for the treatment of dysphonia caused by SD and other types of laryngeal dystonia. Recommendation based on RCTs with minor limitations and preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 11



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To expedite referral for suspected SD. National Quality Strategy domains: Person and Family Centered Care; Prevention and



••



•• •• •• •• ••



•• •• •• •• ••



Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality. Aggregate evidence quality: Grade B, few controlled trials, diagnostic studies with minor limitations, and overwhelmingly consistent evidence from observational studies Level of confidence in evidence: High Benefit: Improved voice quality and voice-related QOL Risks, harms, costs: Dysphagia, airway obstruction, breathy voice, direct costs of treatment, time off work, and indirect costs of repeated treatments Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm Value judgments: Botulinum toxin is beneficial despite the potential need for repeated treatments given the limited availability of other effective interventions for SD Intentional vagueness: None Role of patient preferences: Large Exclusions: Allergy to botulinum toxin Policy level: Recommendation Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to expeditiously direct patients with suspected SD/laryngeal dystonia to clinicians who can diagnose the condition and offer treatment with laryngeal botulinum toxin injection. SD is a focal laryngeal dystonia most commonly characterized by a strained, strangled voice.399 Patients demonstrate increased tone and voice breaks in the intralaryngeal muscle groups responsible for either opening (abductor SD) or closing (adductor SD) the vocal folds. This results in phonemic task-specific dysphonia; that is, affected patients experience voice breaks from voiceless consonants (abductor) or on vowels and voiced consonants (adductor).400 The diagnosis can be subtle and masquerade as other forms of dysphonia (eg, MTD), which can cause significant delays in diagnosis, averaging 4.4 years.401 Intramuscular injection of botulinum toxin into the affected muscles causes transient nondestructive flaccid paralysis of these muscles by inhibiting the release of acetylcholine from nerve terminals, thus reducing the spasm.402 SD is a disorder of the central nervous system that cannot be cured by botulinum toxin,403 but excellent symptom control is possible with 3 to 6 months of interval treatment.404 Injections can be performed on awake ambulatory patients with minimal discomfort.405 While this treatment is not currently FDA approved for SD, a large body of evidence supports the efficacy of botulinum toxin (primarily botulinum toxin A) as an off-label use for treating adductor SD. The off-label use of botulinum toxin for SD/laryngeal dystonia is approved by the Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services. Two double-blind randomized placebo-controlled trials of botulinum toxin for adductor SD with self-assessment and expert listeners found improved voice among patients treated with botulinum toxin



S24 injections.406,407 Botulinum toxin treatment has also been shown to improve self-perceived dysphonia, mental health, and social functioning.408 A meta-analysis concluded that botulinum toxin treatment of SD results in “moderate overall improvement”; however, it noted concerns of methodological limitations and lack of standardization in assessment of botulinum toxin efficacy and recommended caution when making inferences regarding treatment benefit.326 Despite these limitations, botulinum toxin is considered the “treatment of choice” for adductor SD.403-405,409 In the last 7 years since the 2009 publication of this guideline, the use of botulinum toxin for SD has continued and expanded to other indications. Large case series of SD patients followed over several decades documented its safety and effectiveness.410-413 Botulinum toxin may be used for other disorders of excessive or inappropriate muscular contraction.402 There are numerous reports addressing the use of botulinum toxin for spastic dysarthria, nerve section failure, anterior commissure release, adductor breathing dystonia, abductor SD, ventricular dysphonia (also called dysphonia plica ventricularis), essential voice tremor, chronic cough, bilateral vocal fold paralysis,381,396,397,414-421 and granuloma.323,422 Botulinum toxin injections have a good safety record. Blitzer et al423 reported in 1998 their 13-year experience with 901 patients who underwent 6300 injections and updated this in 2010 to a 24-year experience of 1300 patients.410 Adverse effects included mild breathiness (25%) and coughing on fluids (10%) for the patients with adductor SD and “mild stridor” for the patients with abductor SD.423 Many other studies documented similar rates of adverse effects (breathiness and dysphagia, choking on fluids).424-429 Postinjection dysphagia may be more common among patients with preexisting dysphagia.430 Exertional wheezing, exercise intolerance, and stridor were more commonly reported for patients with abductor SD.423,431 Adverse events may result from diffusion of drug from the target muscle to adjacent muscles (“black box warning” by the FDA).402 Adjusting the dose, distribution, and timing of injections may decrease the frequency of adverse events.429,432 Bleeding is rare, and vocal fold edema was documented for only 1 patient receiving saline as a placebo.406 Reports of sensations of burning, tickling, irritation of the larynx or throat, excessive thick secretions, and dryness also occurred.433 Systemic effects are rare, with only 2 reports of generalized botulism-like syndromes and 1 report of possible precipitation of biliary colic.402 Acquired resistance to botulinum toxin can occur.402,434 This can be successfully managed by changing to another botulinum toxin product or by extending the interval before resuming treatment.435 Dedo began surgical treatment of adductor SD with unilateral resection of the recurrent laryngeal nerve.436 This fell out of favor, as high relapse rates were subsequently reported437 and botulinum toxin injection began use in the 1980s. Some patients do not like the temporary and variable effect of botulinum toxin or do not tolerate its side effects. For these patients, surgical treatments are available that provide the possibility of a



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) long-lasting and stable result. These include bilateral selective laryngeal adductor denervation/reinnervation (SLADR)438-440 and type II thyroplasty.441,442 Medications to treat SD, as used for other forms of dystonia, were described in small series443,444 and case reports,445 but clinical trials have not been conducted. SD is not a life-threatening condition. As described here, several treatment options are available that have various benefits, side effects, and risks. Many patients reasonably choose no treatment. There is a significant role for patient preference and shared decision making in managing this disorder. Patientoriented informational materials from organizations such as the National Spasmodic Dysphonia Association (www.dysphonia.org) are very helpful in counseling patients regarding the management of SD. STATEMENT 12. EDUCATION/PREVENTION: Clinicians should inform patients with dysphonia about control/preventive measures. Recommendation based on observational studies, small-sample RCTs, expert opinion, and a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 12



•• Quality improvement opportunity: To provide guidance to clinicians in educating patients on behavioral strategies and environmental measures that may prevent or decrease the risk of dysphonia. National Quality Strategy domains: Person and Family Centered Care; Prevention and Treatment of Leading Causes of Morbidity and Mortality. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, evidence based on observational studies, small-sample RCTs, expert opinion, and a preponderance of benefit over harm •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Possible decreased risk of recurrence of dysphonia; improved vocal hygiene may reduce dysphonia; possible prevention of dysphonia for persons at high risk •• Risks, harms, costs: Time of education; cost of potentially ineffective interventions •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: None •• Intentional vagueness: None •• Role of patient preferences: Small role in terms of receiving information from clinician; moderate to large role in shared decision making that involves choosing specific preventive and control measures to use •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to provide guidance to clinicians in educating patients on behavioral strategies and environmental measures that may prevent or decrease the risk of
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Stachler et al Table 9. Preventive Measures. What is dysphonia? Who is at greatest risk for developing dysphonia (hoarseness)? What preventive measures can help reduce voice disorders?  



   



Altered vocal quality, pitch, loudness, or vocal effort that impairs communication as assessed by a clinician and affects quality of life Individuals who professionally use their voices, such as singers, teachers, and call center operators, as well as certain age groups, including children and the elderly and smokers Things to DO 1.  Adequately hydrate by drinking water daily. 2.  Use of amplification in large noisy spaces can help reduce voice strain. 3.  Rest your voice briefly to prevent voice fatigue, straining, and overuse. 4.  Provide indoor air humidification in dry, arid environments. Things to AVOID 1. Smoking and secondhand smoke from cigarettes, cigars, and pipes that can irritate your airway, throat, nose, and mouth 2.  Overusing or straining your voice by yelling, shouting, speaking over loud noises, and whispering 3.  Excessive throat clearing and coughing 4.  Alcohol and caffeine consumption, as it can dry the throat resulting in mucous thickening 5.  Use of drying medications



developing dysphonia and promoting factors that encourage vocal health. Clinicians should document specific measures discussed in this educational conversation with the patient. Optimization of vocal health should be encouraged for all individuals but particularly those at greatest risk for developing dysphonia (eg, teachers, singers, elderly). Dysphonia risk factors relate to behavioral, environmental, and lifestyle choices. Voice hygiene measures include behaviors designed to decrease tissue injury and prevent dysphonia while promoting strategies that improve vocal health.446 Preventive measures, such as adequate hydration, avoidance of irritants, voice training, and amplification, may reduce the risk of developing dysphonia. Behaviors to avoid include yelling or shouting, consumption of alcohol and caffeine products, smoking, use of certain drying medications, and dehydration (Table 9). In a study of 422 teachers, absence of water intake was associated with a 60% higher risk of dysphonia,447 while a study of amateur singers demonstrated less vocal fatigue with hydration and periods of voice rest.448 Phonatory effort may also be decreased by adequate hydration,449 and amplification may sustain voice quality during heavy use.450 One RCT did find benefits of voice hygiene education among healthy student teachers; however, the small sample size prevented any inferential statistical analysis of the data.446 The relationship of physical activity on the voice was examined in 1 large cross-sectional study of teachers. Researchers found that individuals who do regular physical exercise, ≥3 times a week, had a lower prevalence of dysphonia.451 These findings clearly warrant further investigation regarding the possible role that routine physical activity plays in voice hygiene. In addition, environmental conditions can affect the voice, such as background noise, poor air quality, and dryness.452-454 Exposure to large amounts of environmental or occupational irritants, such as chemicals, smoke, particulates, and pollution, can increase the likelihood of developing dysphonia.



One study of 10 symptomatic rescue workers at the World Trade Center disaster site associated the development of vocal cord dysfunction and hoarseness with exposure to large amounts of irritants found at the recovery site.455 Dry or arid environments may also adversely affect the voice. Environmental humidification had some beneficial effects on superficial laryngeal dehydration, which may help prevent or reduce negative voice changes.456 On the basis of the report of the surgeon general,457 the CPG update panel concurred that avoidance of tobacco smoke (primary or secondhand) was beneficial to decrease the risk of dysphonia despite limited direct evidence in the literature. STATEMENT 13. OUTCOMES: Clinicians should document resolution, improvement, or worsened symptoms of dysphonia or change in QOL among patients with dysphonia after treatment or observation. Recommendation based on randomized trials and cohort studies with a preponderance of benefit over harm.



Action Statement Profile: 13 •• Quality improvement opportunity: To ensure that patients with dysphonia are followed until the dysphonia has improved or resolved or the underlying condition has been diagnosed and appropriately managed. National Quality Strategy domain: Effective Communication and Care Coordination. •• Aggregate evidence quality: Grade C, recommendation based on randomized trials and cohort studies with a preponderance of benefit over harm •• Level of confidence in evidence: High •• Benefit: Document the final status of dysphonia, communicate with referring clinicians, document favorable outcomes or failures of treatment •• Risks, harms, costs: Cost of follow-up visits



S26 •• Benefits-harm assessment: Preponderance of benefit over harm •• Value judgments: None •• Intentional vagueness: The time frame for assessing outcome is not stated •• Role of patient preferences: Small •• Exclusions: None •• Policy level: Recommendation •• Differences of opinions: None



Supporting Text The purpose of this statement is to ensure that patients with dysphonia are followed until the dysphonia has improved or resolved or the underlying condition has been diagnosed and appropriately managed. The responsible primary or specialty clinician to whom the patient has been referred should follow and document resolution of the dysphonia. In the setting of new-onset dysphonia, clinicians should document the status of the voice disorder and its resolution within a few weeks of symptom onset. If there is not resolution, clinicians should perform, or refer to a specialist for, laryngoscopy (KAS 4A/4B). Rationale for referral should be clearly documented. Follow-up on status and outcome of management may be in person or through telephone communication as appropriate. For patients with persistent dysphonia, an underlying diagnosis must be sought, as detailed throughout this guideline. Management strategies will depend on the underlying cause of the dysphonia and may widely differ. The managing clinician should follow up with patients after any intervention (eg, medications, surgery, voice therapy) and document the outcome of the treatment. Objective tools may be used for this purpose. Several validated patient-reported outcome measures are available to systematically assess voice,458 but their use is not necessary to document resolution. If the patient has been referred to a provider with more advance training or capabilities, the clinician who ultimately treats the patient should document the outcome of therapy and communicate those results back to the referring clinician.



Implementation Considerations The complete guideline is published as a supplement to Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery to facilitate reference and distribution. The guideline was presented to AAOHNS members as a miniseminar at the AAO-HNSF 2017 Annual Meeting & OTO Experience prior to publication. Existing brochures and publications by the AAO-HNSF will be updated to reflect the guideline recommendations. A fulltext version of the guideline will also be accessible free of charge at www.entnet.org. An anticipated barrier to diagnosis is distinguishing modifying factors for dysphonia in a busy clinical setting. This barrier may be mitigated through a laminated teaching card or visual aid summarizing important factors that modify management. Laryngoscopy is an option at any time for patients with dysphonia, but the guideline also recommends that no patient



Otolaryngology–Head and Neck Surgery 158(1S) be allowed to wait >4 weeks prior to having his or her larynx examined. It is also clearly recommended that if there is a concern of an underlying serious condition, then laryngoscopy should be immediate. Tables in this guideline regarding causes for concern should help guide clinicians regarding when prompt laryngoscopy is warranted. The cost of the laryngoscopy and the possible wait times to see clinicians trained in the technique may hinder access to care. While the guideline acknowledges that there may be a significant role for antireflux therapy to treat laryngeal inflammation, empiric use of antireflux medications for dysphonia has minimal support and a growing list of potential risks. Avoidance of empiric use of antireflux therapy represents a significant change in practice for some clinicians. Educational pamphlets describing the risks and benefits of these medications may help facilitate this potential change in practice pattern. Lack of knowledge about voice therapy by practitioners is a likely barrier to advocacy for its use. This barrier can be overcome by educational materials about voice therapy and its indications. As a supplement to clinicians, an algorithm of the guidelines action statements is provided in Figure 1. The algorithm allows for a more rapid understanding of the guideline’s logic and the sequence of the action statements. The GUG hopes that the algorithm can be adopted as a quick reference guide to support the implementation of the guideline’s recommendations.



Research Needs While there is a body of literature from which these recommendations were drawn, significant gaps in our knowledge about dysphonia and its management remain. The guideline committee identified several areas where further research would improve the ability of clinicians to optimally treat patients with dysphonia.



1: Escalation of Care and Laryngoscopy and Dysphonia (KASs 3 and 4) Little is known about the natural history of voice disorders; thus, research is needed to better understand the normal course of these conditions to determine when and if early referral is helpful and/or if early intervention (eg, voice therapy, medical management, surgery) is effective at increasing the QOL or reducing health consequences related to other underlying conditions. A need exists to better define what “warning signs” and indications should prompt early referral for laryngoscopy. Moreover, education and dissemination of these “warning signs” and indications are important, and effective approaches should be investigated.



2: Antireflux Medication and Dysphonia (KAS 6) There is a need for a consistent “gold standard” definition of what constitutes LPR to reduce heterogeneity among comparative studies. This would allow for better estimates of disease burden and the degree of association with dysphonia
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Stachler et al KAS = Key Action Statement



*Examples of Alarm Symptoms:



Patient Presents with Hoarseness



Stridor (breathing difficulties) Neck mass History of smoking History of anterior neck, neurosurgical, or thoracic surgery Recent intubation Unexpected weight loss Concomitant dysphagia or dyspnea Concomitant neurological symptoms (e.g., dysarthria)



KAS1 Identify or Diagnose Dysphonia KAS2 H&P to Evaluate Underlying Cause



No



Yes



Alarm Symptoms* or Professional Voice?



KAS4a KAS5



KAS3 Do Not Image



Escalation of Care



KAS6 Do Not Prescribe Anti-reflux Medications KAS7 Do Not Prescribe Steroids KAS8 Do Not Prescribe Antibiotics KAS12 Education/Prevention KAS4b/9a Improvement/Resolution in 4 Weeks?



No



Yes KAS13 Document Improvement/Resolution



Laryngoscopy or Referral for Laryngoscopy



Triage and Treat Based on Findings Medical Management



KAS6, 7, 8



Voice Therapy



KAS9b



Surgery



KAS10



Botulinum Toxin for Laryngeal Dystonia KAS11 Education/Prevention



KAS12



Figure 1. Hoarseness (dysphonia) clinical practice guideline algorithm. H&P, history and physical examination; KAS, key action statement.



and to determine what indications and what interventions are effective at treating this condition. Without an agreed-on definition, it is difficult to design rigorous comparative treatment and outcome studies.



3: Corticosteroids and Antibiotics in Treatment of Dysphonia (KASs 7 and 8) Research is needed to better understand the variation and overuse of antibiotics and steroids for acute laryngitis. Educational efforts should be directed at reducing their use and promoting conservative management in acute laryngitis. Despite frequency of corticosteroid therapy for acute or chronic laryngitis and for other voice disorders by various clinical specialties, little literature supports its use for these



indications. Research is needed to better understand its effectiveness (benefits and harms) in this setting and for which indications they should be considered and/or avoided.



4: Surgery (KAS 10) Outcomes are difficult to compare for surgery, due to heterogeneity in the number and quality of outcome measures used. This is an issue for patient-centered outcomes and for “objective measures” (eg, cepstral analysis, aerodynamics). A better understanding of and standardization of what benign lesions are amenable to surgery is needed. Furthermore, more research is needed to understand the effectiveness (benefits and harms) of less invasive treatments (office based or medical therapy) for these conditions.
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A need exists to better understand the pathophysiology of laryngeal dystonia to develop more effective treatments. It is also necessary to learn about which patients and factors predict better or worse outcomes with botulinum toxin and what other alterative interventions might be beneficial to this patient population.



be a legal standard of care. The responsible physician, in light of all circumstances presented by the individual patient, must determine the appropriate treatment. Adherence to these guidelines will not ensure successful patient outcomes in every situation. The AAOHNSF emphasizes that these clinical guidelines should not be deemed to include all proper treatment decisions or methods of care or to exclude other treatment decisions or methods of care reasonably directed to obtaining the same results.



6: Education/Prevention (KAS 12)



Author Contributions



Prevention and education are paramount to reducing the burden of disease and disease recidivism. This requires a clearer understanding of preventive factors, healthy behaviors, and effective methods to effect and disseminate this information. In addition, it is important to better understand what factors increase the likelihood of developing voice disorders such that these groups can be targeted for educational and preventive interventions. Further work is needed to better understand the underpinnings of MTD and functional dysphonia to help in prevention, education, and the management of these conditions.
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5: Botulinum Toxin (KAS 11)
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Disclaimer This CPG is not intended as an exhaustive source of guidance for managing dysphonia (hoarseness). Rather, it is designed to assist clinicians by providing an evidence-based framework for decisionmaking strategies. The guideline is not intended to replace clinical judgment or establish a protocol for all individuals with this condition and may not provide the only appropriate approach to diagnosing and managing this program of care. As medical knowledge expands and technology advances, clinical indicators and guidelines are promoted as conditional and provisional proposals of what is recommended under specific conditions, but they are not absolute. Guidelines are not mandates. These do not and should not purport to
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Appendix: Frequently Asked Questions about Voice Therapy Why Is Voice Therapy Recommended for Dysphonia? Voice therapy has been demonstrated to be effective for dysphonia across the life span from children to older adults.A1,A2 Voice therapy is the first line of treatment for vocal fold lesions, such as vocal nodules, polyps, or cysts.A3,A4 These lesions often occur in people with vocally intense occupations, including teachers, attorneys, and clergy.A5 Another possible cause of these lesions is vocal overdoing, commonly seen in sports enthusiasts; in socially active, aggressive, or loud children; or in high-energy adults who often speak loudly.A6-A9 Voice therapy, specifically the Lee Silverman voice therapy method, has been demonstrated to be the most effective method of treating the lower-volume, lower-energy, and rapid-rate voice/speech of individuals with Parkinson’s disease.A10,A11 Voice therapy has been used to treat dysphonia concurrently with other medical therapies, such as botulinum toxin injections for SD and/or tremor.A12,A13 Voice therapy has been used alone in the treatment of unilateral vocal fold paralysis,A14,A15 presbyphonia,A16 and vocal process granuloma,A17 and it has been used to improve the outcome of surgical procedures, as in vocal fold augmentationA18 or thyroplasty.A19 Voice therapy is an important component of any comprehensive surgical treatment for dysphonia.A20



What Happens in Voice Therapy? Voice therapy is a program designed to reduce dysphonia through guided change in vocal behaviors and lifestyle changes. Voice therapy consists of a variety of tasks designed to eliminate harmful vocal behavior, shape healthy vocal behavior, and assist in vocal fold wound healing after surgery or injury. Voice therapy for dysphonia generally consists of 1 or 2 therapy sessions each week for 4 to 8 weeks.A21 The duration of therapy is determined by the origin of the dysphonia and severity of the problem, co-occurring medical therapy, and, importantly, patient commitment to the practice and generalization of new vocal behaviors outside the therapy session.A22



Who Provides Voice Therapy? Certified and licensed SLPs are health care professionals with the expertise needed to provide effective behavioral treatment for dysphonia.A23



How Do I Find a Qualified SLP Who Has Experience in Voice? ASHA is an excellent resource for finding a certified SLP by going to the ASHA website (www.asha.org) or by accessing ASHA’s online search engine, called ProFind at http://www .asha.org/profind/. You may also contact ASHA’s Action Center, Monday through Friday (8:30 am–5:00 pm) at 800498-2071; fax, 301-296-8580; TTY (text telephone communication device), 301-296-5650; email, [email protected].



Does Insurance Cover Voice Therapy? Generally, Medicare, under the guidelines for coverage of speech therapy, will cover voice therapy if provided by a certified and licensed SLP, if ordered by a physician, and if deemed medically necessary for the diagnosis. Medicaid varies from state to state but generally covers voice therapy, under the rules for speech therapy, up to the age of 18 years old. It is best to contact your local Medicaid office, as there are state differences and program differences. Private insurance companies vary, and the consumer is guided to contact her or his insurance company for specific guidelines for the purchased policies.



Are Speech Therapy and Voice Therapy the Same? Speech therapy is a term that encompasses a variety of therapies, including voice therapy. Most insurance companies refer to voice therapy as speech therapy, but they are the same thing if provided by a certified and licensed SLP. Appendix References A1. Thomas LB, Stemple JC. Voice therapy: does science support the art? Communicative Disord Rev. 2007;1:51-79. A2. Ramig LO, Verdolini K. Treatment efficacy: voice disorders. J Speech Hear Res. 1998;41:S101-S116. A3. Johns MM. Update on the etiology, diagnosis, and treatment of vocal fold nodules, polyps, and cysts. Curr Opin Otolaryngol Head Neck Surg. 2003;11:456-461.
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